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EDITOR 'S NOTE

With this issue, the university 's statewide
Information Services office introduces
University of Alaska Magazine , a publication
about the people and programs of Alaska 's
statewide system of higher education
If you did not receive a copy of this issue
and wish to be placed on the mailing list,
write the magazine at the address below.
If you received this issue and wish to remain on the mailing list, please note the
following information .
Members of the University of Alaska
Alumni Association and the University of
Alaska, Anchorage Alumni Association
should have received this issue and will continue to receive the magazine during the
year in which your membership is current.
All university staff members may receive
the magazine, but future issues will be
distributed only to those who request it by
sending their name and campus address to
UA Magazine by mail or computer . Departments, offices or units may compile lists, by
name and campus address, if they wish to
do so .
The memberships of several groups, including community advisory councils, have
automatically been placed on the mailing
list, along with persons who have been
regularly receiving Now in the North .
The magazine is for the public and is
avai lable on request. If you would like to be
pla ced on the mailing list, send a written request to the following address:
University of Alaska Magazine
Room 2 Bunnell Building
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Please note your university affiliation , if
any.

After deciding to put our
coverage of the university's
statewide system into a
magazine format , we've been
busy trying to make it happen ,
and this first issue of UA
Magazine is the result .
As with Now in the North,
the 'we' involved includes
many university people from
around the state-those who
somehow make time to write
for us, or otherwise let us know
what they 're doing.
The staff for this issue also includes Rodger Eckhart, a journalism intern from the Department of Journalism and Broadcasting in Fairbanks . As a nonteaching staff member, I often
feel isolated from students, so
I enjoyed this first-hand
reminder of what the university
is about. How and why are
good questions, and the learning was certainly not one-sided .
Along with these contributors, a special thanks is due
the people at Graphic Services
on the Fairbanks campus , who
printed the magazine and
helped us deal with the 1001
details of a new publication .
We welcome as new readers
the current members of the
university's alumni associations, and others around the
state who 've been placed on
our mailing list. Other changes
in our distribution are explained on this page.
If you would like to know
more about any of the topics
covered in the magazine, we
will be glad to put you in
touch with the appropriate
people, if you are unable to
contact them directly . If you
wish to reprint an article, simply credit the magazine.
The University of Alaska
belongs to the people of
Alaska, some who may already
be a part of the university in
one way or another, and many
others who are not. It is our
hope that UA Magazine , will
become a door through which
everyone who wishes may
enter and share in the unique
contributions being made by
university people and programs
around th e state.
Doreen Fitzgerald, editor

THE COVER
A woodcut by Fridtjof Nansen,
oceanographer and polar explorer, depicts himself strolling
on the ice under a triple
curtain-like set of auroral arcs.
(From Nansen's Nord I,
Takeheimen, 1911. Reproduction courtesy of the
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks .
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Alaska . Among the topics in
the 1982 edit ion, avai lable
now, is a look at the adven~u r es of rural basketball teams
and a photo essay on dog sled
construction . The magazine is
on newsstands o r can be ordered from Dept. of Journalism
and Broadcasting, UA, Fairbanks 99701 . ($2 per copy plus
$2 postage and handling;
3-year subscription for $5)

Setting it Free:
An Exhibition of
Modern Alaskan Eskimo
Ivory Carving
This catalog documents the recent University of Alaska
Museum ivory exhibit . It was
prepared by Dinah Larsen an d
Terry Dickey of the museum in
consultat ion with Dorothy Jean
Ray . Included are many
photographs by Barry MeWayne and interviews with
Alaskan Eskimo ivory ca rvers.
It is ava ilable at the museum
counter for $10, or can be
mail-ordered for $11 .25 by
writing the mu se um, 907 Yukon
Drive, Fairbanks 99701 .

Brooks Range Passage
An account by David Coope r
of his solo trek across the
Brook s Range in a search of
true wilderness . Cooper wa lk ed
120 miles from Anaktuvuk Pass
to the Arrigetch Peaks .
Building a raft, he then floated
160 miles down the Alatna
River to the Athabascan village
of Allakaket. Hi s diary of the
experie nce is available from
The Mountaineers Books, 719
Pike Street, Seattle WA 98101
(list price $14.95).

How to get to the
Wilderness Without a Car
A 20Q-page directory of public
transpo rtat ion opportunities to
wilderness areas and national
parks in weste rn North
America . This guide was
published by Lee Coo per, a
graduate stud ent at University
of Alaska , Fairbanks . It gives
2
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directions to wildernes s recreation areas and provides names,
addresses and phone numbers
for train, bus, fe rry and airline
services in eleven states and
western Canada . It is availab le
by mail for $7.95 from Lee
Cooper, P.O. Box 80584, Fairbanks 99708.

Financial Tools for
Small Businesses
This book will soon be released
by Reston Publishing Company .
It was written as a guide for
operators of small businesses,
rather than as a text . Coauthored by Omer Carey, professor of finance at the University of A laska , Anchorage and
Dean O lso n president of the
Macon Co mp any, it ca n be
ordered through local
bookstores .

The stories of Belle H erbert of
Cha lkyitsik, bel ieved to be
Alaska 's oldest resident until
her death last fall , are
translated and printed here, in
both English and Gwich ' in
Athabascan . For more on the
book, see page 24 Shandaa i
available from the publisher,
Alaska Native Language
Ce nter, 3rd Floor Chapman
Bldg ., UA, Fairbanks 99701 .
($11 .50 includes postage and
handl ing)

Alaska Today
Produced annually by University of Alaska, Fairbanks journalism students, this magazine
reports on contemporary li fe in

Air-to-Air Heat Recovery
Devices for
Small Buildings
This report examines heat exchangers, exp lains seve ral
types and includes manufa cturers names and addresses . It
was written by John Zarling,
head of the Depa rtm ent of
Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Alaska , Fairbank s.
For a free copy write Barbara
Trego, Dept. of Transportation
and Public Facilities , Planning
& Programming Research Sect.,
2301 Peger Road , Fairbanks
99701 .

learn/ALASKA
Pub I ished by the statewide
educational telecommunications system, this magazine
reports curren t programming
and recent learn/ALASKA Network developments . The netwo rk and magazine are part of
t he joint telecommu ni catio ns
prog ram of the state Department of Education and the
University of Alaska Telecom munications Consort ium . For a
free copy, write the magazine
at DOE , Pouch F-S tate Office
Building, Juneau 99811 .

A Citizen's Guide to
the Constitution of
the State of Alaska
Prepared for voters who were
recent ly asked if the state
should hold a constitutiona l
conve nti on, this book was written by political scientist Gordon Harrison of Jun eau. It explains the background , mea ning and importance of the
basic rules and principles
behind each article of t he constitu t ion. Free copies are
ava il able f rom Legislative Information Offices or the
publisher, UA Institute of
Social and Econimic Resea rch,
707 A Street, Suite 206, Anchorage 99501 or 206 Chapman
Bldg ., UA, Fairbank s 99701 .

Eskimos, Reindeer,
and Land
A book on the hi story and
f uture of the reindeer indu stry
in Alaska, containing an
eco nomi c analysis of reindeer
herding. It was edited by Mayo
Murray and co-a uthored by
Ri chard Stern, Ed Arobio, Larry
Naylor and Wayne Thomas .
Available free from the
Agricultural Experiment Station , UA, Fairbanks 99701 .

Agroborealis

Islands of the Seals
-The Pribilofs

This annual magazine reports
the agricultural research being
conducted around the state by
the University of Alaska
Agriculture Experiment Station .
The current issue includes articles on the use of crab meal

This issue of Alaska
Geographic examines the seal
harvest, wildlife, land and the
people of the islands . ($9.95
plus $1 for postage and handling from Alaska Northwest
Publishing, Box 4-EEE, Anchorage 99509.

Alaska
a Pictorial Geography
This popular guide to the state
has been reprinted by Alaska
Northwest Publishing, ($4.95
plus $1 for postage and handling) address above .

Alaska Sea Grant
Publications

The Alaska Journal

.

The summer issue of this
magazine on Alaskan history
and the arts includes an article
on the percent for art program
and photos of several art works
recently incorporated into
Univers ity of Alaska buildings .
" A Point Baker Romance," a
poem by Nancy Danielson also
appears. Danielson is the community service coordinator for
Northwest Community College
in Nome. The fall issue of the
journal is now available at
newsstands (Alaska Northwest
Publishing).

Sea Grant produces many
bulletins and other publications related to Alaskan
fisheries and a publication list
is available on request. Included are: Marine Advisory
Bulletin 13, Marine Partnerships : Their Various Forms and
Legal Ramifications-a general
guide to fishing partnerships
($2 includes postage and handling); Proceedings on the Conference on Fisheries Education
in Alaska-reports the 1980
meeting and includes text of
remarks on tisheries topics by
educators from around the
world ($7 includes postage and
handling); Marine Advisory
Bulletin 12, A Literature
Review: Guide to Marine Pre y
of juvenile Salmon- intended
to help aquaculturists estimate
the number of salmon that can
live within a local foodweb ($7
includes postage and handling).
Write Alaska Sea Grant, Room
3 Bunnell Bldg., University of
Alaska, Fairbanks 99701 .

Northern Engineer
Published by the Geophysical
Institute at the University of
Alaska, this magazine focuses
on engineering practice and
technical developments in cold

regions in the broadest sense.
Viewpoints and research expressed in the magazine are
based in many disciplines, but
are all related to northern
habitation, commerce, deve~op
ment or the environment. The
fall issue of the quarterly is
now available . Subscription
rates ar.e $10 for one year, $15
for two years, and $35 for five
years . Some back issues are
available for $2 .50 each. Write
Northern Engineer,
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska , Fairbanks 99701.

Soundings, a Regional
Community Journal
The second issue of this journal , published by the Center
for Alaska Studies at Prince
William Sound Community
College (PWSCC), is nc>w
available . Soundings r Jntains
poetry, humor and s1 ort stories
with a regional flavor, and articles on local history and community activities. Submissions
of regional fiction , articles,
photography and art by students, faculty, area residents
and visitors are welcome . For
more information, contact
John Bury, director of the
Center, PWSCC. The journal
can be ordered for $3 from
the Bookstore, PWSCC, P.O .
Box 590, Valdez 99686.

as dairy feed supplement; solar
ene rgy for drying grains; potential markets for ducks, geese
and rabbits; and an analysis of
possible grazing fees for state
rangelands . the 1983 issue will
be published in January. For
free copies of Agroborealis ,
write Agricultural Experiment
Station, UA, Fairbanks 99701 .

Island Between
This historical novel portrays
native life on St. Lawrence
Island through the eyes of the
Eskimo, Toozak . It captures
the essence of an old culture
at the moment of its collision
with the modern white world .
Author Margaret Murie [Two In
the Far North and Wapiti
Wilderness , has taken the
documentary evidence of actual events and created from
them this story of the Eskimo
village as it comes to grips
with the destructive influence
of a foreign culture. The book
is illustrated by Murie's late
husband , biologist and artist
Olaus Murie . The author grew
up in interior Alaska and was
the first woman graduate of
the University of Alaska . Island
Between is available from the
publisher, UA Press, Room 2
Bunnell Bldg ., UA, Fairbanks
99701 . ($11 .95 includes postage
.and handling)
UA magazine
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Spotlight

The success of " Aging
Together in Alaska," a
gerontology conference
held in August at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, indicates high interest in the concerns
of elder Alaskans .
Over 400 people attended the five-day meeting
of seniors, service providers
and gerontologists from
Alaska and the lower 48
states .
Conference highlights ineluded a banquet address
by Lennie Tolliver, U.S.
Commissioner on Aging.
Dean Margery Walker of
Rural Education welcomed
the participants .
The conference was
sponsored by the Alaska
Consortium for Training
and Education in Gerontology, a group composed
of representatives of the
University of Alaska
Statewide System , the
Alaska Project Directors
Association and the Older
Alaska Commission .
Chuck Hines of Rural
Education , University of
4
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Alaska, directed the conterence, assisted by the
staff of the Rural Education
Gerontology Program .
Seventy workshops or
sessions were held for
seniors, service providers
and health care professionals .
The Older
Alaskans Commission held
two open meetings during
the conference .
- "Connections"
Rural Education newsletter

Old sports
new for
UAJ students
Student athletes attending the University of
Alaska, Juneau (UAJ) now
have the chance to compete at the local and
statewide level in four
sports .
Beginning this fall,
students taking eight credit
hours or more may compete in riflery and cross
country running, and may
begin training for alpine

and nordic skiing. This is
the first year UAJ has been
able to offer students the
chance to compete in sporting events as part of their
educational experience.
" Student athletic programs go a long way in
bringing about more pride
in a university, " said Jim
Dumont, UAJ director of
student activities.
According to Dumont,
four criteria were used in
selecting the sports : activities for which facilities
were already available in
Juneau; compatibility with
the Southeast Alaska environment; expressed student interest in the events;
and the opportunity the
sports afforded for both
men and women to compete at the university level.
Dumont said the future
of the athletic program
depends now on the
development of a physical
education facility, which
would allow university
athletes to compete in
basketball and other indoor
sports .
" We may have to wait
awhile for that, " Dumont
said . "But at least for now,
the UAJ athletic program is
off and rolling ."
- UA} Information Services

Marine life
exhibit gets
Exxon funds
Visitors to the University
of Alaska Museum in Fairbanks will soon be able to
view a re-creation of a

strange undersea
phenomenon found off the
north coast of Alaska .
Discovered by diving scientists, the Boulder Patch is
an area in the relatively
barren Beaufort Sea, which
provides a rich marine environment for kelp, corals,
sea anemones and other
life.
A grant from Exxon corporation to the museum
will fund a display of the
unusual rocks and of the
plants and animals which
live on or around them. A
contractor is currently being sought for the project,
which should be ready for
viewing by early next summer. For more on the
Boulder Patch , see page 14.

Arctic garden
grows ribbons
for Galena
Produce from the experimental garden at the
Galena Rural Education
Center was a winner at the
Tanana Valley and Palmer
State Fairs this summer .
" We were especially
pleased to find that our
vegetables compared so
well with the other garden
exhibits, " said Center Coordinator Don Myers, who
reported that Galena crops
won 11 awards, including
five first-place ribbons .
Galena is one of the major sites of Rural Education 's Arctic Agriculture Program . Courses
which have been offered
there include gardening,
food preservation , survey of
agriculture, nutrition and introduction to plant science.
As part of the gardening
course, experimental crops
such as sugar beets are raised to provide information
on which varieties can be
most successfully grown in
the area .

One variety of sugar
beet may prove suitable
for I ivestock fodder . If
laboratory analysis determines that the quality of
the beets is high, they may
offer an inexpensive
substitute to grain .
Two publications by
Elizaveta Shadura, principal
investigator and agriculture
in structor at the Galena
Center, are being published .
They will include information on comparative yields
and growth patterns obtained in garden trials of
varieties grown in 1981 and
'82 . Copies may be requested from Learning
Resources/Rural Education ,
University of Alaska, 3605
Arctic Blvd ., No . 420,
Anchorage AK 99503 .

- "Connections "
Rural Education Newsletter

Fair celebrates
the arts
in Anchorage
Throngs of people came
to Anchorage Community
College in September to
celebrate the performing
and visual arts at the 11th
annual Arts Fair sponsored
by the school.
The fair included an International Folk Arts
Festival, which began with
a parade led by the Anchorage Scottish Pipe Band .
Folk dancers performed
traditional dances from
around the world and international foods were served .
Hand made goods were
featured in Crafts Alley,
where more than 120
booths enticed fair goers
with their wares . Children
were kept busy with
everything from athletic
events to face painting,
while their elders I istened

to political hopefuls in the
Candidates Corner, watched
performers, shopped, or
simply enjoyed the fair
goer's perogative- browsing .
As the fair closed, hundreds of he I ium-filled
balloons were released .
Each contained a jester,
hand colored by one of the
children who attended the
fair.
With attendance at nearly 45,000, the art fair was
once again a lively community event in Anchorage .
Marge Fowler of ACC's
Community College Campus Department coordinated the fair . Coordinators of special events
were Yvonne Merrill ,
children 's activities; Carol
Breckon , Craft Alley; Dana
Anderson, international
foods ; Betty Mcintire, international folk dance ; Dian e
Raynor, performing arts;
Kathy Danyluk , visual arts ;
and David DeCaprio, sports .
UA m agaz in e
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Outasight
geography
made for t.v.
Alaskan fifth graders will
soon be learning about the
diverse geography of their
state through a television
program being produced by
the state Department of
Education (DOE) for use on
the learn/ALASKA Network.
Seven 15-minute segments,
each highlighting a different part of the state, are
being produced in Anchorage for distribution
next fall.
The project is part of the
instructional televi sion portion of the learn/Alaska
Network . The network, in
which the DOE and the
University of Ala ska are
partners, is a statewide
system of educational programming which uses video
cas settes, the university
computer network (UNET),
audio conferencing and
satellite broadcasts.
Technical advisor for the
geography series is Lidia
Selkregg, professor of planning at the University of
Alaska, Anchorage and
author of Alaska Regional
Profiles, a series of publications covering the
geography of the state .
Fifth graders watching
the series will be introduced to six young actors who
portray members of a club
that will 'journey' to the far
reaches of Alaska through
the magic of television .
Color slides and original
animation will be used to

6
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The Rural Education Center at Fort Yukon

visualize the different areas
of the state and an original
song has been written for
each region . Southeast
Alaska, the Copper River
region, Cook Inlet, the
Aleutian region, the
Kuskokwim/Yukon drainage
region and the Arctic will
be featured .
Actors in 'The Almost
Unbelievable, Super
Outasight All-Alaska
Geography Class' are
Alaskan youngsters chosen
by audition for the program . Production for the
series started in the summer
and will continue on
weekends throughout the
winter to fit the young actors ' schedules .
The television project is
being co-produced by Ed
lsenson and Michael
Kruzan of Alaska Film
Studios for the DOE Office
of Educational Technology
and Telecommunications .
For information on
learn/Alaska Network programming, see the publications section in this issue .

-Rodger Eckhart :

Home wiring
taught after
village flood
When ice blocked the
Yukon River last spring,
three to five feet of water
flooded almost 100 buildings in Fort Yukon , including homes, businesses
and the Rural Education
Center.
It wasn 't just by coincidence, therefore, that the
center was able to hold its
first " summer session " with
one course on the schedule :
MTEC 106, Residential Electrical Systems .
Just three weeks after the
flood, with the Center's
bare plywood floors looking like a workshop, instruc-'
tion began . The class lasted
from june 7 through June
22 , running from 1 to 5
p .m . and 7 to 9 p.m ., six
days a week .
The dedicated students
(no drop-outs from start to
finish) were Clarence Alexander, Randall Baalam,
Chester Druck, Valerie
Englishoe, Henry Flitt,
Milfred Hill, Tony Peter,
S am Roberts and Phill ip

Solomon.
Course instructor was
David Maxwell, former
coordinator at the Tok
Rural Education Center and
presently teaching in
Wasilla . Along with holding
a doctorate in vocational
education, he is a licensed
electrician .
The course blended
several hours of lecture on
electrical theory and safety
codes with many more
hours of practical experience in the " laboratory" provided by some
flood-damaged homes in
the village .
By design and by coincidence, many factors
came together just at the
right time: the need for
electrical repairs, the
availability of the instructor, the interest of the
students, and the timing
(between the flood clean-up
and the beginning of the
king salmon run). Without
the impetus of flooding, the
center hopes to plan similar
experiences and several
students have expressed interest in a more advanced
course in commercial wiring .
-"Connections "
Rural Education newsletter

Bookkeepers
train for
waiting jobs
Nine bookkeepers from
different villages in the
Nome area recently completed a six-week training
session sponsored by the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA).
Studying bookkeeping
procedures, basic business,
correspondence and the
10-key calculator, all nine
are now employed back in
their own villages either by
city government, the IRA
council or in village corporation offices .
" The purpose of this program was to bring in village
residents from their communities to Nome," said
Judy Ullrich, director of
C ETA programs at Kawerak,
a non-profit Native agency
serving the Nome region .
" The students were given
training in business procedures at Northwest Community College ... and now
they are all employed back
home, which is what CET A
is all about ."
"T his is the kind of program we like to see in our
reg io n," said Mike Metty,
NCC president and one of
the project instructors. " We
have federal, state and
Native agencies working
together in a program
which develops employment skills among residents
of the region and it's fantastic . To see the students
return to their villages with
gua ranteed jobs in their

own communities makes it
all worthwhile."
"It was fun to come to
Nome and take classes at
the community col lege,"
said one of the students.
" The training was helpful
and just being with other
people working on the
same problems and discussing our work and our lives
was important. It was like
going to college for six
weeks ."
Instructors for the program were Sheryl Henneken , Nancy Mendenhall,
Ethel Payton and Metty.
The students were
Marcella Booshu and Wendy Walunga of Gambell ,
Dennis Adams of Koyuk,
Elien Pootoogooluk of
Shishmaref, Alicia Jackson
of Savoonga, Geraldine
Tom of St. Michael , Laura
Duthie of Unalakleet, Carrie Koenig of Wales and
Joseph Steve of Stebbins .

-Dan Bloom

Projects wm
honors for
Data Center
The university's Arctic
Environmental Information
Data Center (AE I DC), based
in Anchorage, has been
winning praise for its print,
radio and television projects .
The monthly series " Sixty
Seconds of Science" was a
finalist in the International
Radio Festival of New York
this year. The program
discusses science topics
like " Bats in Alaska ," or

" Pink Shrimp," - programs
for which AEIDC writer Nan
EII iot also won first and second place in the 1982
Alaska Press Club competition for pre-recorded radio
tapes.
For "The Final Days of
Ray Genet," which appeared in the Anchorage
Daily News, Elliot won the
Press Club's best feature for
daily newspapers category.
In the same competition,
the best pre-recorded television tape award went to
" What are Petrochemicals, "
a program jointly produced
by AE IDC and Connections,
Inc ., for the university's Institute of Social and
Economic Research .
The Press Club gave third
place honors to annual
reports by AE I DC and the
university' s lnsitute of
Water Resources at Fairbanks .
Nancy Munro of AEIDC
is leading a project on
fisheries education for
which AEIDC was awarded
a $320,000 contract by the
state Department of Education . Design ed for Alaskan
high school students , the
se ries will include eight
films , accompanying slide
shows, visual materials, and
a teacher 's guide . Focusing
on the fish and fishing industry of Alaska, the programs are scheduled for

completion in September,
1983.
An AEIDC film, " The
Elusive Whale," has received the highest possible
rating from the Science
Books and Films publication of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
"The film is an excellent example for env ironmental
and ecology classes, as well
as for the general public,
on the complexities of environmental issues, " said
the association 's review .
Directors for the 16mm,
43-minute movie about the
bowhead whale were Larry
Underwood and Larry
Brayton .

College
reopens 1n
Kotzebue
With an innovative pilot
program for rural education
and a new director to implement it, Chukchi Community College opened its
doors again in October for
the 1982-83 school year .
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The school re-opened this
year under the partial guidance of the Cooperative
Operational Plan for Education (COPE)
COPE is an agreement
reached by the University
of Alaska Board of Regents,
the state Board of Education and the Commission on
Postsecondary Educati9n . It
institutes a series of new
approaches to higher education in the Kotzebue
region , including the use of
telecommunications and
feedback from local
residents to help determine
the educational needs of
people in the area .
Samuel Towarak , recently employed as a research
associate at the University
of Alaska and a former teacher at Chukchi Community
College , will direct the
Kotzebue school.
" The situation at Chukchi
is unique, not only because
it is a rural area, but because the scope of the college mission is limited . The
job will be a tremendous
challenge because it involves a pilot project which
will test out some educational delivery systems
which have never been
tried in this area, " Towarak
said .
The COPE plan was developed to improve rural
edu c ation delivery, in part
by distinguishing the responsibilities of the state
Board of Edu cation and t
. Board of Regents, and by
providing a realistic plan
for m anaging the shared
responsibilitie s of the two
agenc ies . -Rodger Eckhart
8
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Computers
catching
on in Nome
There is now an active
computer center in the
main administration
building at Northwest Community College, where computers are becoming more
and more popular.
" The computer center
here at the college is being
used by our staff members
and instructors, as well as
by students ," said Mike
Metty, college president.
For Metty, the computer
center at the college
presents a vision of the
future, where many of the
office tasks of today will
become the computer tasks
of tomorrow. He sees computers helping northwestern
Alaska grow and develop
economically and he's
especially interested in using telecommunications
and computers in rural
development.
" The future is in com-

puters, especially for this
region , where their use in
recording, storing and
transmitting information
provides important advantages in education, business
and personal life, " Metty
said .
-Dan Bloom

Community
Education now
at UAJ
A statewide Center for
Community Education has
been established at the
University of Alaska ,
Juneau, after a unanimous
vote by members of the
Northwest Coalition for
Community Education
Development, a group with
representatives from
Alaska, Montana, Oregon
and Washington .
The UAJ center will be
the primary contact for persons interested in receiving
community education services in Alaska-dissemination of materials, technical
and research assistance,
and personnel training .

Statewide community education activities were
formerly coordinated by
the Department of Education (DOE). Lee Paavola ,
UAJ director of continuing
education and head of the
new center, said the move
is intended to increase
higher education involvement in community education in Alaska
" This move will put us in
line with all the other states
which have their centers
based in major universities, " he said. " It was a
logical step for the Northwest Coalition to pursue ...
One long-range goal will
be to develop credit
courses which will eventually allow students to obtain degrees in community
education at UAJ .
The UAJ Division of Continuing Education will continue to work closely with
the DOE to provide community education and training for local community
school coordinators .
" We ' ll be helping the
local community education
coordinators with professional development, not
only in Juneau, but
throughout the state .
Basically , we will be
establishing a network of
support for community
education, " Paavola said .
UAJ began its community/continuing education program two years ago
after signing a cooperative
agreement with the Juneau
Sc hool District providing
for coordinating their community education efforts .
-Michael Mulnix
UA) Information Services.

Students build
vi II age centers
for learning
Gambell, Savoonga,
Unalakleet and Shishmaref
now have Village Learning
Centers-the result of
cooperation between
Kawerak (a non-profit
Native agency serving the
Nome region), Northwest
Community College (NCC)
in Nome, and the villages
themselves .
Construction of the
cente rs provided education
and employment for locally
hired carpenters and laborers, who earned eight
c redits in carpentry and
construction from NCC. The
legislature funded the project, which is designed to
improve education and economic opportunities in the
villages.
" We hired about 20
workers during the entire
summer," said Fordyce
Logan, NCC carpentry instructor. " Each one put in
about 10 hours a day, five
days a week , for two months, and they were all paid
$10 an hour ."
Supervised by Logan,
with books purchased by
Kawerak, the workers studied hand and power tools
and new techniques for
building and insulation ,
especially in cold climates .
The buildings are superinsulated, with 12 inches of
insulation in the walls, 20
inches in the ceilings and
floors. They are warmed by
a new type of Japanese

heater, which burns either
fuel oil or kerosene .
Project foreman in
Gambell, Savoonga and
Shishmaref was james
Milligrock, Logan 's student
since 1979. Ken Kristensen
was foreman in Unalakleet.
Each 24 by 40-foot
building has a large library
area and a confere nce
room for telecommunications equipment for
audioconferences and
videotaping.
" The ce nters will be owned by each city government
and will be operated by
Kawerak, " said Frank
DiConstanzo of Kawerak ,
who coo rdinated the administrative functions of
the entire project. " [They]
will be used by Kawerak 's
Adult Basic Education
(ABE) programs, including
G ED (General Educational
Development) study . Also,
the community college will
use the learning cente rs for
their Eskimo Teacher
Education Program (ETEP),
which trains village
res idents in teacher education . The X-CED teacher
education program from
the University of Alaska in
Fairbanks will also be using
the village learning
centers, "
With flourescent lights,
carpeted floors , thick insulation and modern furniture, the buildings will be
quiet and comfortable
places for study and
teaching . Plans are now
underway to construct learning centers in Shaktoolik
and Stebbins next year .

Dan Bloom

New facilities
will benefit
UA students
This year has witnessed
the opening of two major
University of Alaska educational facilities, and two
others should be completed
by January . Several buildings now under construction are scheduled for completion in 1983, and other
capital projects are in the
planning stages.
A marine education center, administered by the Institute of Marine Science,
opened in july in Seward .
The 12,000-square-foot
building is used for classes,
meetings and exhibitions,
and includes office space

and a library . The $1 million project will be used
by the general public, students and marine science
professionals .
Also opened this summer
was a $2 .3 million adult
learning center at Kodiak
Community College . A
14,000-square-foot building, it houses laboratories
for basic reading and
writing, office occupations
and math , along with a
television studio .
By January, a I ibrary/
classroom building at
Matanuska-Susitna Community College and a
classroom /vocational shop
building at Kenai Peninsula
Community College are expected to be finished .
The 15,000-square-foot
building at Mat-Su cost $3 .5
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million , while the Kenai
facility, a 33,000-squarefoot structure, cost $5 .6
million .
Several major projects
begun this year have 1983
completion dates. One is a
student center at the
University of Alaska,
Juneau (UAJ) The $3.5
million , 16,800-square-foot
building will also house administration offices.
In Anchorage three current construction projects
are scheduled for completion next summer: a twolevel, $9.2 million administration/office/
classroom building at
University of Alaska, Anchorage (UAA); and a $5
million applied science
building at Anchorage Community College (ACC) for
dental hygiene, nursing, and
medical laboratory programs, along with general
classrooms, a lecture hall ,
student commons and faculty offices . UAA and
ACC will share a two-level ,
$5 .2 million bookstore .
Other important capital
projects scheduled by the
university and either begun
or in the planning stages
are : phase one contruction
for Tanana Valley Community College in Fairbanks; phase two contruction of the Rasmuson Library on the University of
Alaska , Fairbanks campus;
a laboratory/dock project at
Ketchikan Community College; renovation and equipment for the fisheries program and a marine technology facility at UA) .

-Rodger Eckhart
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Anniversary
week marks
first 60 years
The University of Alaska
was organized 60 years ago
and the anniversary of its
beginnings was celebrated
on the Fairbanks campus
with a week of special
events . " A Salute to
Academic Tradition ," commemorated the day the
school first opened its
doors to six students on
September 18, 1922.
The week opened with
the Friends of Music Concert, which featured the
American premiere of From
the Great Land: Woman 's
Songs . The song cycle was
written by Frank Buske of
the UAF English Department and dedicated to
Belle Hammond, Alaska 's
first lady . It consists of
seven individual poetic
parts describing an elderly
woman 's dreams and visions as she is dying . The

music was composed by
Judith Lang Zaimont and
was performed by the
North Star Consort
(Suzanne Summerville, Ted
DeCorso and James
Johnson of UAF with
Ravonna Martin on the
Native drum for this performance). Governor Jay Hammond was the keynote
speaker at the Harvest Dinner held after the performance .
The arts were also cele-

brated with an eveoing potpourri of art, drama and
music at the Regents Great
Hall and the Fine Arts Complex, while another evening
was reserved for a forum of
statewide political candidates.
Several alumni (Howard
Romig, Woodrow " Woody"
Johansen, Donald Cook and
Claus Naske) shared their
memories of campus life in
earlier years during an
evening library program .
Campus history and campus resources-the library,
musuem and other university facilities-were the subject the events of another
day . A pops concert by
"T he Greatlanders" and the
Brass Quintet from Elmendorf Air Force Base, the
UAF Concert Band and
University Chorus was also
performed during the week.
Athletics and physical
education were recognized
by a day' s activities at the
Patty Center . The week
closed with the 20th Annual
Equinox Marathon .

I

COMMENT

Richard Seifert,
Extension energy specialist

by Richard Seifert
Building a house is probably one of
the most personal experiences we ever
encounter because it involves all the
aspirations and expectations for a
quality way of life. People want to express themselves and I ive the best
possible way in Alaska, with the most
efficient technologies available .
As the energy specia list for the
University of Alaska 's Cooperative Extension Service-a " people's consultant" -I have the opportunity to see
many home plans developing as individuals come in for advice on the
lastest building skills and techniques,
and these are changing rapidly .
In Interior Alaska, where I am based,
the trend for modern housing construction involves four primary areas of con·
cern, the first of which is high insulation levels . High energy costs and the
effect insulation has in decreasing
those costs, have prompted people to
begin using thick layers of insulation , a
method which has come to be known
as superinsulated construction .
" Superinsulated, " a term originating in
Fairbanks, has come to mean a generic
type of construction, in which walls
eight to twelve inches thick, or greater,
are incorporated in a building and filled with insulation .
Another building consideration of
great importance in Alaska is an airtight, well sealed vapor barrier. Vapor
barriers usually consist of polyethylene
sheeting, but may be other materials,
such as aluminum foil, and even some
paints serve this purpose .
Vapor barriers play a very important
role and should always be placed on
the warm side of the insulation , which
keeps most of the water vapor produced in the house from entering the
space where the insulation is . If water
vapor gets into the insulated space, it
can condense into water and freeze,
making the insulation worthless . Water
that condenses and freezes inside a
wall cavity can also cause rotting
timbers and eventual failure of the construction.

HOUSE
IS

A SYSTEM:
Some
considerations
for homeowners
A third area of concern to many
home builders and designers in Alaska
is the use and optimization of passive
solar energy gain for the home. In
Alaska we have learned that the best
possible way to do this, for most
residential construction, is simply to
maximize the south-facing window area
and minimize the windows on the other
three walls . Many houses are being
built today in which the north wall has
no windows at all.
Although there are times of the year
when south-facing glazing will experience a net loss of energy, even
double-pane glass at the Fairbanks
climate experiences an annual net
energy gain if it's facing south .
Some ingenious homebuilders and
contractors have included shutters in
their construction, but there are few
recommended shutters available that
are adequate for all cases. The problem
with shutters is that they are only
useful if they are used . Many models
are difficult to use in any regular way
and others are not failsafe. The perfect
shutters have yet to be built. Those
people who do have them normally
resort to their own control methods, or
have designed unique systems for their

specific conditions .
This sometimes consists of a device
called an air-to-air heat exchanger,
which pre-heats fresh , outdoor air and
supplies it to the living space. Stale and
moist air is exhausted to the outside
and its heat is used to warm the incoming cold air .
A fourth technological change in
housing construction is generally re' fered to as an air-management system.
I In their present application, there are
some problems with air-to-air heat exchangers. The technological development is well along, but there is still a
design problem related to moisture
condensation and freezing in the exchanger. These devices can, however,
' be very efficient, saving about 60 percent of the heat in the air-exchange
process .
The need for air-to-air heat exchange
is really the result of tightening the air
vapor barriers in homes and of sealing
homes up so much better than in the
past.
Air leakage and the exchange of air
from inside a house to the outside (infiltration and exfiltration of air) may be
.decreased to such an extent that air
changes in the house are less frequent,
allowing a buildup of stale air .
So, as you change one process and
one technology in a home, it affects
other processes that are going on in the
house. When you tighten the vapor barrier, you tend to decrease the air exchange and you may have to freshen
up the air by artificial means .
New energy-conserving technologies
and materials are not limited to new
construction. Many homes around Fairbanks, for example, are now being
" retrofitted " with insulation and other
useful features .
The home energy audit program has
been a very strong incentitive to thi s
economic activity. Homeowners can
now have their homes audited by statecertified auditors, for a negotible fee . In
return for the audit, the homeowner is
awarded a $300 grant from the state to
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install some of the recommended
energy conservation features in the
home and may al so qualify for a loan
of up to $5,000 at 5 percent interest to
make energy con servation improvements in the home.
This has resulted in the application
of many exterior retrofits, which commonly use foil-faced urethane foam insulation . This insulation is frequently
nailed up on the outside of houses
before aluminum siding is installed .
As an example of how trying to solve
one problem creates another, these foil faced insulations can cause damaging
moisture buildup, unless homeowners
and contractors are aware and take the
appropriate care during installation .
The manufacturers recommend that
when foil-faced, foam insulations are
added to the exterior of a structure, a
venting strip should be placed in front
of the insulation to make sure no water
vapor builds up along the surface of
the insulation. Moisture buildup can occur because the foil is a nearly perfect

vapor barrier and in this case, the
vapor barrier is essentially being added
to the outside of the house, rather than
the warm side of the house, as would
be done in new construction .
12
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Recognizing this, manufacturers suggest the vent strip to allow the water
vapor that has conden sed at the vapor
barrier surface to be vented away.
However, unless some sort of air barrier
is placed at the base and the top of the
venting strip, air circulation will tend to
lower the insulating value of the insulation .
Another new product may be an
answer to this problem . This product is
TYVEK House Wrap, a spun olefin
paper that blocks air passage, but
allows moisture to pass through . This
keeps air from circulating too fast
behind the insulation, but allows the
water vapor to escape if it's trapped at
the face of the foil.
David Eyre of the Saskatchewan
Research Council in Canada, was invited to address the Alaska Science
Conference this fall on the subject of
" The House as a System ." Eyre said
that we tend to disregard the fact that
a home is system of interrelated components.
When we change something radically, like adding twice as much insulation
as normal , we must consider what that
is going to do to the rest of the house.
Since the house functions as a system ,
if you change one thing in one place, it
may affect other things in different
ways within the structure.
We are now seeing the developrhent
of an appropriate and efficient housing
stock for Interior Alaska that is expanding rapidly and the experiments are
broad ranging and exciting .
We do not have all the answers yet,
and some of the ideas may have longranging, long-term effects wh ich may
not be apparent to us at this time.
Generally, more energy efficient
homes are being built, with great.e r concern for energy conservation, and
greater comfort is a very pleasant byproduct of this process. Altogether, it's
a nice combination of modern
technology serving Alaskans, and allowing them the opportunity to experiment
with newer and better products and
more efficient ways of life.

Richard Seifert is the energy specialist
for the University of Alaska Cooperative
Extension Service.

Buttoning up
your home:
How tight
is too much?
As many Alaskans battle the rising
cost of home heating by superinsulating
their houses, they may also be creating a
polluted indoor environment by locking
out needed fresh air .
Maintaining indoor air quality is important because, on the average, people
spend about 90 percent of their time inside. The rate of necessary air exchange
varies with the structure, its occupants,
and their activities , but about one-half of
the total volume of air should be changed every hour to maintain acceptable air
quality.
The current trend toward tightening
up construction and increasing insulation has in some cases resulted in indoor
pollution problems, according to
Richard Seifert, energy specialist for the
University of Alaska Cooperative Extension Service. He said that when a problem exists, " the first thing they' ll notice
is that cooking smells and toilet odors
will linger," he said .
John Zarling, head of the Mechanical
Engineering Department on the Fairbanks campus, researched the problem
of indoor pollutants and listed the
following major sources .
Formaldehyde-a bonding agent used
in plywood , particle board, foam insulation, and foam padding in furniture .
Nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide-fumes from gas cook stoves and
portable heaters .

Radon-a radioactive gas produced
from soil - and rock-based building
materials , and present in water taken
directly from underground wells .
Soot particles and benzopyrenecigarette, pipe and cigar smoke.
Cleaning agents, bug spray, and other
products labeled as potential health
hazards may also contribute to indoor
pollution if not used properly or not adequately dispersed.
There have been cases where high
pollutant levels have caused dizziness ,
headaches or respiratory problems, but
Seifert said that accumulations high
enough to cause symptoms such as these
are rare.
Another form of indoor pollution , one
that often goes unrecognized, is excessive humidity . It can damage furniture and walls and is also an important
indicator of conditions that can lead to a
buildup of other pollutants .
The possibility of indoor pollution
doesn't mean houses shouldn 't be
tightened up, but it does mean some
questions should be asked to determine
· how likely the problem is .
First, how old is your house? If it was
not recently constructed, chances are it
contains so many cracks and crevices , it
would be hard to tighten it up enough to
create indoor pollution . But newer
homes , especially superinsulated
models , will probably have slower rates
of air replenishment.
How many persons live in your house
and how active are they? If someone is
going in and out all day, large amounts
of fresh air will be introduced into the
house, making pollution less likely than
in houses that remain closed up tight.
day .
The number of smokers. the amount
of cooking done, and the number of appliances using combustion are other factors to consider when evaluating your
home 's air quality.
Probably the most important question
concerns the home heating system .
Those using combustible fuels- usually
natural gas, oil or wood -need to be properly vented . Ideally, they should be
vented completely outside, or at least
have an exhaust fan in the immediate
vicinity .

Because of the potential danger of
odorless carbon monoxide fumes being
em it ted by a poorly vented heating
system , electric heat might be better, but
it presents problems of its own . One is
the cost, which is prohibitive for many
homeowners. Another is the humidity
which may build up in a tightly sealed
home that is heated electrically .
Wood heating systems eliminate this
problem because they dry the house as
well as heat it, but there are other considerations when wood-burning stoves
are used .
Being energy conscious, many woodstove users want their stoves to be as airtight as possible to improve efficiency,
but they may be defeating their own purposes .
" You have to be careful how you use
the word efficient, " Seifert said , explaining that air-tight does not mean maximum efficiency . In fact, increasing the
amount of air introduced into the stove
actually creates cleaner and more complete combustion of wood .
" You need to provide adequate ventilation, " said Seifert. " Normally we
recommend a four-inch flue to the
burner if you don 't want to allow air to
come in under the door." Proper venting will not only keep the air cleaner, it
will slow down the build up of creosote
in the stack .
When indoor pollution is suspected,
the simple solution is to increase ventilation by installing exhaust fans in
strategic locations,. or even by cracking
windows to admit fresh air. Unfortunately, these methods allow heated air to
escape .
To date, the best solution to this problem seems to be the air-to-air heat exchanger, subject of a recently completed
report by Zarling (see publications, page
2).

Heat exchangers are designed to draw
fresh air into a building, while removing
the stale air . They will retain much of
the heat from the inside air that would
be lost using a conventional exhaust fan .
This is accomplished by using the warmed air to preheat the incoming fresh air
before it reaches the home heating
system .
Zarling estimates that heat exchangers

are 60-70 percent efficient, retaining well
over half the heat inside the home, while
maintaining a constant supply of fresh
air .
Although heat exchangers have been
used for many years in large commercial
buildings, they are a recent innovation in
private homes .
Heat exchangers do need defrosting,
which is an important consideration . A
system should be self-defrosting, but if it
doesn 't have this capability, other
methods are possible . Zarling's report
dis cusses several types of heat exchangers and alternate defrosting
methods .
The cost of a heat exchanger can
range dramatically depending on the
size of the unit, but they are probably
cost effective in the long run, depending
on the initial expense of the system and
the severity of the climate .
Regardless of the potential for indoor
pollution , Seifert said it is important that
the public not be scared out of taking advantage of opportunities for having wellinsulated homes .
" It's a great scare tactic to say, ' You ' re
causing all sorts of internal pollutants! '
There are always internal pollutants .
There are places in the world where
women burn cow dung in enclosed areas
and all of them are blind by the age of
60 . What we' re worrying about here (in
the case of formaldehyde, for example),
is a very small , insidious pollutant level,
which may not even be significant in the
long term . We know a lot more,
therefore we get scared more easily,"
Seifert said .
The discussion of indoor pollution problems is recent and research on the subject is incomplete . Some experts feel the
situation is cause for alarm , while others
are more cautious .
" Super-insulated construction is the
right solution to the energy consumption
problem . It has some secondary effects ,
but you can solve these problems by airquality management," Seifert said . (See
" Comment" in this issue for Seifert's
discussion of current home construction
and retrofitting practices in Alaska .
Rodger Eckhart
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
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DIVERS ON ICE
Exploring
the bottom of
the Beaufort Sea
by Alan Paulson

At right Ken Dunton helps jim Hanes
don equipment for a dive on the
Boulder Patch . Paul Plesha
(standing) and Ole Kanestrom will
tend dive lines and monitor
underwater communications after
jim and Ken enter the 27.9 degree
Fahrenheit water (copyright photo by
Stewart Grant). Summer diving
operations were conducted from the
25-foot Boston whaler, R/V Proteus
(above). The scene in the ice pack
was photographed at midnight by
Alan Paulson.
14
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I magine an oceanic oasis in a desert
sea. Conjure not a scorching, but a frigid
vision, for ice covers this desert most of
the year. Winter waters plunge below 28
degrees Fahrenheit and winter winds can
suck the life from a man in minutes.
The Beaufort Sea is such a desert. And
during the hostile and seemingly endless
arctic night, it's not a place where you 'd
expect divers to eagerly enter the water,
putting their lives on the line to explore a
sea floor under ice.
Yet scientists led by professor Don
Schell and doctoral student Ken Dunton
are doing just that, because they have
discovered a wondrous side to this forbidding and relatively sterile sea .
Plants grow in the dark; entire animal
communities are based on the consumption of fossil fuels (peat); and on
the broad , featureless coastal shelf lies
an extraordinary oasis of plants and
animals that has come to be known as
the Boulder Patch .
Winter, curiously enough , is the best
time to dive here because the ice cover
shields the water from winds that in summer churn up sediments which destroy
visibility.

But it was during a summer dive, while
Dunton was descending through the
dusky gloom, that he first stumbled upon
the Boulder Patch. Only fragments of
the colorful community were visible at
one time and Dunton said that as they
appeared , his excitement grew with each
new discovery.
" Startling, pink soft corals, anemones
with red waving tentacles, sponges forming pale trumpets- all clung to cobbles
covered with a pink sheen of encrusting
algae ."
The Boulder Patch has become known
as the " Arctic 's amazing rock garden ,"
because the area is strewn with cobbles
and boulders covered with abundant and
diverse sea life found nowhere else on
Alaska 's arctic coast.
The area, 20 miles northeast of
Prudhoe Bay, actually forms an archipelago of rock patches on an otherwise flat and featureless seafloor of sand
and mud .
Erk Reimnitz of the U .S. Geological
Survey first discovered the Boulder
Patch in 1971 . Dunton ran across it while
working with Carter Broad at Western
Washington University in 1978. Dunton's

team from WWU conducted extensive
studies there until 1981 , when the project evolved into a cooperative program
between WWU and the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks. Schell, of the Institute
of Water Resources, is directing current
research .
To a large extent, the initial discovery
of the Boulder Patch and subsequent
biological studies resulted from oil exploration on Alaska 's continental shelf .
Many of the tracts in this area drew the
highest bids in the joint state-federal oil
lease sale in 1979.
University of Alaska studies on the
rare growth of organisms here prompted
the U .S. Bureau of Land Management to
place drilling restrictions on some lease
tracts that encompass the boulders .
The most abundant and perhaps the
most important organism in the Boulder
Patch is the arctic kelp, Laminaria
so/idungu/a, which provides a major
food source for the community. This
perennial plant grows up to nine feet
long and can live at least 30 years .
Rather than floating , its thick and heavy
fronds lie in an overlapping carpet on the
seafloor, usually in the direction of the
UA magazin e
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The hydroid Tubularia is
actually a colony of animals or
polyps that have specific
functions . The feeding polyp
of Tubularia shown here is
characterized by its
conspicuous stinging tentacles
which are used to capture
prey. Photo by Ken Dunton.

Dan Pope at left and Paul
Plesha sample organisms that
have been washed ashore on a
square meter of beach. Photo
by Alan Paulson.

Institute of Water Resources
diver john Olson uses a small
net to capture organisms living
under the ice canopy. Many
animals such as _worms and
amphipods live among the ice
crystals of the Beaufort Sea .

water current.
Both bladed and branched red algae
coat most boulders and cobbles with a
crimson carpet which is rich with life .
Here a square meter of the seabed contains ten times as many plants and
animals as the surrounding sea floor .
The invertebrate fauna of the Boulder
Patch is as diverse as it is abundant. Over
300 species of animals cling to or crawl
over the rocks , and plants provide an en·
vironment uncommon to the Beaufort
Sea . Virtually every major taxonomic
group is present.
Many species require a solid base for
attachment. Epilithic (attached to rocks)
organisms include solitary sponges, soft
corals, tubeworms , anemones and hydrozoans. Many other organisms (such as
colonial sponges, glass ascidians, bryozoans and scyphozoans) compete with
16
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one another for space on the filaments
and blades of red algae .
Perhaps the most conspicuous and
best known animal here is the large, pink
soft coral , Cersemia rubiformis . Unlike
hard, stony corals , Cersemia is a softbodied animal with an internal skeleton
that allows it to stand 18 inches high .
This coral grows taller in the Arctic than
the same species living in temperate
waters, thriving in the kelp community
despite the heavy, periodic siltation
common in summer and fall.
The arctic kelp has received much at·
tention in field studies due to its potential role as a food (i .e., carbon) source,
not only for the residents of the Boulder
Patch, but for other organisms of the
Beaufort Sea .
Initial winter studies revealed that this
plant completed nearly all of its annual

linear growth over nine months in total
darkness. Yet no photosynthesis was
possible because sediments in the ice
canopy blocked light t ransmission completely -even when the sun rose high
overhead .
How can a plant grow in the dark? The
growth strategy used by the arctic kelp
to flourish under such conditions was an
exciting discovery that unfolded in the
first year of study.
Growth in the arctic kelp is limited ,
not only by energy (light), but by
nutrients as well. During the short summer open-water season , it photosynthesizes, but is unable to produce new
tissue because key nutrients, mainly inorganic nitrogen , are unavailable . Instead the plant stores the products of
photosynthesis as starch compounds in
its thick frond .

Jim Hanes of the Institute of
Water Resources photographs
organisms attached to the base
of an anchor at the Boulder
Patch. Photos of known
magnification are used to
calculate the density of
benthic organisms on
different substrate types.
Plexig/ass plates are attached
to the anchor line to
monitor recolonization over
several years. Photo by
Ken Dunton.

The sea anemone Tealia is a
common resident of the
Boulder Patch (a transect line
is in the foreground). Using its
tentacles, it feeds on small
crustaceans and other passing
prey. Photo by Ken Dunton.

Then , when nutrients begin to reach
sufficient levels in winter and early spring, the carbohydrate reserves are
mobilized and the kelp grows linearly,
almost doubling in size .
Arctic kelp provides a major source of
carbon for animals of the Boulder Patch .
It supplies the only source of carbon for
molluscan herbivores like snails and
chitons . Carbon isotope studies suggest
that many other consumers depend upon
kelp carbon as a food source .
Mysids (crustaceans that are an important food of fishes, birds and marine
mammals) exhibited different carbon
isotope compositions depending on
where they had been collected . Individuals collected in the Boulder Patch
had the highest kelp carbon content. Individuals outside that area had the
lowest.

Thus, kelp carbon appears to subsidize the normal food sources of the
transient organisms, while also providing
a consistent source of energy for species
that reside in the Boulder Patch .
The isolation of the Boulder Patch and
the knowledge gained from three years
of underwater and laboratory studies
provide a useful opportunity for examining the flow of energy through communities .
The complexity of kelp communities
in warmer climates severely complicates
the study of food webs because it is nearly impossible to separate carbon sources
that are utilized from those that are not
used .
But the relative simplicity of the
Boulder Patch kelp community makes it
an ideal system for the application of
research techniques involving carbon

isotope ratios, which can provide
valuable insights into foodwebs, energy
flow and the role of kelp as a source of
carbon to individual consumers .
Early results of this work (funded by
the Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for BLM) will soon be published in
the journal Arctic . Nontechnical articles
on the Boulder Patch have recently appeared in Alaska and Exxon USA
magazines.
Author Alan Paulson is an editor for the
Institute of Water Resources at the
University of Alaska in Fairbanks . Project
director Don Schell is an associate professor at the Institute and Ken Dunton is
completing a doctorate in marine science
at UAF.
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justice Center at the University of
Alaska, Anchorage (UAA) brought
together hundreds of people in Anchorage last month to address the question of violent behavior .
In keeping with the center 's mandate
to foster professional and public education on justice-related matters, the October meeting involved people from
throughout the state . Many well -known
experts addressed the meeting and 80
Alaskan professionals from private,
public and university organizations were
speakers, commentators and discussion
leaders.
" What we attempted was to bring
together the most knowledgeable group
of experts available in North America
with Alaskan professionals and scholars
to explore and share with the public information useful in understanding and
dealing with violence in Alaska," said
john Angell, justice Center director.
" Hopefully, this program will contribute to more intensive cooperative efforts by concerned citizens, the private
sector, public officials and university
scholars in reducing the problems of
violence. "
Partic ipants were concerned with all
types of violent behavior, including
violence which may not be defined by
law as criminal. It was the first such
meeting in Alaska on a topic which con cerns many people in both the urban and
rural areas of the state .
Discussions centered around five central topic s: violent people; victims of
violence; methods of preventing and
control I ing violence ; firearms and
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violence; and research and public policy
concerning violence .
Knowlton johnson of the justice
Center and
Sharon Rafferty coordinated the program .
The justice Center was established in
1975 to provide guidance for justicerelated education programs in the state;
continuing education for justice professionals; public education on issues
related to the justice system; and
research related to law and law enforcement, the courts and corrections .
The decision to establish this program
resulted from studies which began eight
years ago, according to Angell.
As a result of a federal government effort to stimulate education for police
and corrections personnel , a task force
directed by the Criminal justice Planning
agency was set up to analyze research
and program needs.
In 1975 it was agreed that if the state
would provide funds for seed money, the
university would set up a criminal justice
center to conduct research, coordinate
degree programs in justice, and provide
services for continuing and pub I ic
education . The state appropriated
special funds for the center until 1979.
" Part of our responsibility is to support
statewide efforts in this area and to coordinate with other units of the university
around the state, " Angell said .
The backgrounds of the center's six
full-time faculty provide multidisci p I inary resources for the center' s
research and teaching projects .
Angell 's area is police administration .
His management studies involve what is

being done in crime-related areas by the
state police and the Native corporations
in Alaska .
john Havelock, holds a law degree
and directs the legal studies program for
the center. He is a former Alaska attorney general.
Director for bush justice, Stephen
Conn, is an expert in folk law and rural
justice . He has studied these less formal
systems of social control in Alaska,
Australia and most recently, in Brazil.
Doug Barry, director for community
education, works in the media and continuing education area . He is involved in
producing short subjects and features for
television, the camera in the courtroom
project and programs that provide alternatives to the use of the formal justice
system . He is also a freelance producer
for ABC News.
The director for continuing professional development, Roger Endell, is a
corrections specialist and a former assistant director of corrections at Eagle
River . He has worked with the state
legislature, and has studied corrections
systems in Scandanavian countries and
Russia . He participated in the advisory
group on the development of a master
plan for corrections in Alaska.
Knowlton johnson, center director for
research , is an expert on statistics and
the quantification of social science data .
He has been involved with an evaluation
of the Department of Law diversion program; done staff work for the Department of Public Safety; and revised the
process used in statewide studies related
to justice agencies and the handling of

CE • CENTER •
violence.
The center support staff includes Jane
Barcott, administrative assistant; Phyl
Booth , administrative secretary; and
secretary Darline Creen .
" We are involved in maintaining a
justice curriculum for statewide use that
includes standardized, transferable core
courses, and we teach ·courses in Kenai ,
Kodiak and Palmer, as well as at UAA,"
Angell said.
Before the state adopted a new
Criminal Code in 1980, the center was
responsible for providing research and
technical assistance . " This was the first
overhaul of the code, which had been
continually ammended since territorial
days. "
In the continuing education area, the
center develops coursework for pol ice
and correctional people and special programs like the violence conference.
The center was instrumental in gaining
the right to bring cameras in to the courtrooms of Alaska and this has resulted in
the video documentation of important
legal events for the public . The courtroom video project is an ongoing one,
designed to cover the judicial process in
major cases for the public .
During the past year, center projects
won several Alaska Press Club awards in
television journalism. Barry won first
place for Best Television Reporting for
his series on the legal and social issues of
the Beaufort Sea Oil lease sale .
A second place for Best Coverage of
Live News Event was given to Barry and
Havelock (with help from Ed Bronson)
for a 30-minute analysis of the Beaufort

Sea oil lease case which was argued in
Barrow before the Alaska Supreme
Court.
The Beaufort series was broadcast
around the state as the high court
prepared to travel to Barrow to hear
arguments from oil companies and the
state, who insisted the lease sale was
legal , and from the Eskimo villages, who
believed it would lead to oil spills , would
harm the bowhead whale and jeopardize
the lnupiat I ifestyle.
For the Barrow coverage, the news
team hand-carried videotape cassettes
of the session on the last plane out each
day, because there was no satellite
transmission of pictures from Barrow to
Anchorage .
Writing script as they went, Barry and
Havelock, along with a television crew
from UA's Center for Instructional
Telecommunications (CIT), dashed from
the airport to CIT's production center at
Anchorage Community College, where
four hours of tape was boiled down to a
representative 30 minutes- in a short,
three-hour editing session.
Bob Jenkins, a producer/director at
CIT, was responsible for the location
engineering and editing the tape, which
was finally rushed to an Anchorage
television station, arriving about oneminute before the scheduled broadcast .
The center has received two public
service awards, the highest award the
Alaska Press Club gives, and numerous
other citations for excellence in journalism .
A series on how natural resource
allocation decisions are made is being

prepared and other projects include programs on winter driving safety, how to
write a will , consumer guide on dispute
resolution, and a 12-part series on some
aspects of the holistic movement which
can help prevent crime .
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CRIME:
punishment vs. prevention
Crime wins hands down as the
political issue most likely to appear in
every campaign . The anti-crime bandwagon is one nearly every candidate is
ready to ride -waving slogans and solutions : capital punishment, tougher laws ,
stiffer penalties, more police, more jails,
and more money .
Alaskan candidates were no exception
this fall. They called for stronger anticrime measures, although six new jails
are in the works for Anchorage and the
state's new criminal code is putting people behind bars at an extraordinary rate .
More jails and police may make the
populace sleep a little sounder, but
those who study crime, criminals and the
justice system seem to agree that
although these measures will cost a lot
of money, they won't work .
" What we need to look at is alternatives to the use of law, " said John
Angell, director of Justice Center at the
University of Alaska, Anchorage . " The
only thing the law can do is administer
retribution , and retribution doesn't seem
very effective.
" We appear to be dealing with crime
and corrections using the common sense
of people who have not studied the problem , and the result is public policy that
is not consistent with research findings
on how to deal with the problem .
" The common sense solution to crime
may be to build more prisons so you can
lock more people up for longer periods
of time, but it' s the common sense of
people who haven 't studied the problem .
" Common sense, for example, tells
you that conspicuous police patrols will
control crime. It was tried and studied
and it didn 't change the incidence of
crime," said Angell.
"We know that increasing the harshness of the criminal code will increase
prison populations, but there has never
been any research to show that tougher
laws lead to a decrease in crime rates."
After Alaska 's new criminal code was
developed, modified by the legislature,
and enacted in 1980, the prison population grew 28.3 percent in one year-the
highest jump in the nation next to
Mississippi' s (28 .8 percent).
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" Alaska may soon be leading the pack
in the proportion of its citizens behind
bars, but that doesn 't mean there will be
less crime, " Angell said.
Roger Endell, corrections specialist at
the Justice Center, concurred . " Crime
prevention strategy is the only strategy
that makes sense in the light of what we
now know.
" In Anchorage there are many calls
for increasing the number of police officers: more police, more arrests, more
people in the justice system, more people in jail. But we don't hear the question, What do we get for all this? Public
policy should be newsworthy. We ought
to be looking at the why.
"The policy decisions that are made
are not always consistent with the
recommendations of professionals and
the best information we have on what is
effective.
"Instead , society tends to fund projects and then , after the fact, try to
evaluate the results . We need to design
the evaluation into our justice projects .
Funds should be provided to evaluate
the effect of the public policy before it is
put into effect.
" The legislature adopted a new
criminal code that has resulted in the
jailing of many more people, which i.s
very costly, but it doesn 't mean we now
have a society . The probable impact of
the code wasn 't studied before it was
adopted ," said Endell.
Angell pointed out that justice-related
policies are often formulated from
recommendations of citizen 's crime
commissions that are popular in most
cities and states .
" No one would think of appointing a
citizen's committee of non-engineers to
figure out how to get to the moon, and
the problems associated with crime are
infinitely more complex, " he said.
" Unfortunately, people recognize the
value of research for technology, but
there seems to be no strong feeling that
we should put money into research
related to social problems . In the justice
area, people are willing to spend money
for things they can see, like police and
jails, but not for understanding the pro-

blem .
" Politicians have made putting more
pol ice on the street a priority issue,
although it's never been shown that this
will cut crime. And there is no evidence
that enacting the death penality reduces
violent crime . The homicide rate in
North Carol ina went up after the death
penalty was imposed . It may be that the
death penality in some way legitimizes
the violence by formalizing the punishment that will be inflicted ."
The popular anti-crime measures
often advocated in public will have no
effect on that half of all criminal acts
which are never reported to authorities .
They are also unlikey to affect the
" white-collar" crimes committed by people of a higher socio-economic status
than the majority of people who end up
in jail.
"Punative laws have the largest impact with people who have something to
loose- status , reputation , money- and
there are many people who don 't have
these things ," Endell said .
" We have to get away from the punishment model, because research clearly indicates that punishment has no effect on
the crime rate ."
If common sense and punishment
don't work, how can we have a safer
society?
The first step advocated at the Justice
Center was meeting the need to obtain a
clear picture of what crimes are being
committed , where, when and by whom .
The second was the urgent need to
develop alternatives to the punishment
model , and the third was to improve
what happens to people who are put in
jail.
" One thing we 're aware of is the need
for a statewide system for collecting
adequate data," Angell said . " People
talk about rising crime rates , but we really don 't know if life in Alaska is more
hazardous today . We need to improve
our record keeping system. And because
50 percent of all crimes are unreported,
we need to carry out vicitimization
studies. "
Rather than counting the number of
known crimes, vicitimization studies are

designed to find out how many people
have been the vicitim of a criminal act.
The major source of data used to
measure the trend and distribution of
crime in the state is the Uniform Crime
Reporting (UCR) Program . Data is collected by law enforcement agencies as
crimes are reported .
Seven offense
categories representing the most common local problems, are defined as
Crime Index Offenses: murder, forcible
rape, robbery and aggravated assault
make up the violent crimes; burglary,
larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft
make up the property crimes . They are
serious because of their nature and the
frequency with which they occur.
The UCR program was established in
1930 by the International Association of
Chiefs of Police to provide crime
statistics through which the nature and
scope of the nation 's crime problem
could be understood . The Federal
Bureau of Investigation took over the
responsibility of receiving, tabulating
and publishing the crime statistics,
which are voluntarily submitted by
police agencies. They are published each
year as Crime in the United States .
There are several problems with the
UCR program, according to Crime in
A Iaska , the state report prepared by the
Office of Justice Assistance of the state
Department of Law.
" The population bases which are used
in computing crime rates are sometimes
only estimates. This is especially true in
non-ce nsus years. Also, crime may be
either undiscovered and therefore
unreported, or, as recent victimization
surveys have indicated , unreported even
though discovered .
" Despite these problems, UCR
statistics do represent the basis for
pub I ic awareness of crime and are the
major source for a statistical undertanding of the national crime problem . It is
more reasonable to improve the existing
program than to sc rap it in favor of a
new collection system which might prove more fallible, " the report states.
A basic mea surement in crime
statistics is the cr ime index rate, defined
as the number of incidents per 100,000

inhabitants . Because it relates the incidence of crime to the total population,
it provides a means of comparing current
and historical data for the state and
allows Alaskan statistics to be compa red
with nationwide data.
During 1981, the Crime Index rate for
Alaska was 5,949 per 100,000 persons,
which represented a one-half percent increase over the 5,918 rate for 1980 and
was slightly higher than the nationwide
rate .
" It is important to understand how
statistics are accumulated and what they
represent," Endell said. In Alaska, the incidence of violent crime seems to be
disproportionately high in smaller communities, but is under-reported. Nonviolent crim es, white-collar crimes and
corporate crimes are also likel y to be
unknown.
It is important to realize that crime
statistics ca n be manipulated by changing the way things are classified," Endell
said . " In Oakland, there was a very high
burglary rate , which included all parking
meter break-ins. Removing parking
meter break-ins from the burglary
catagory resulted in a two-thirds drop in
the burglary rate in one year."
Endell said that in another city, the
crime statistics showed a large drop in
the number of drug-related offenses in
one year . A law enforcement official was
called to Washington to be commended
for this success in combating crime .
However, it was actually caused by a
money-savi ng cutback in the number of
law enforcement agency clerks, which
reduced the quality of record keeping
and resulted in the apparent victory in
the war aga inst crime.
Endell described our current corrections system as an economic drain which
has done I ittle more than create
warehouses of crime .
" One-half to two-thirds of the prison
population is receiving far more custody
than required, and the greater the degree
of custody, the greater the cost, " he said .
" We need to look at alternative programs and facilities. "
He said the co ncept of requiring offenders to make restitution for their

crimes is a reasonable one that should be
politically appealing .
" We could institute programs through
which non-violent inmates earn their
way out of prison by working in pub I ic
service jobs, such as construction of
pub I ic projects in rural areas; or through
employment in prison industries . The
state has an obligation to provide inmates with legitimate work opportunities for which a legitimate wage is
paid ."
Under a restitution program, a person
found guilty of a crime would be
evaluated in terms of the threat he or she
posed to society, and an eva lu ation
would be made of the monetary restitution appropriate for the crime committed.
The criminal code would include a
provision under which the court could
choose to order restitution and the inmate would be assigned to work through
which he or she could earn an eventual
release from custody.
" We need to shift our focus from catching and convicting criminals to
preventing criminal behavior," Endell
said . " But we also need to improve what
we' re doing in corrections. It's a question
of whether a person comes out of jail
better or more bitter ."
Another development which may lead
to more effective policies is the bioenvironmental approach to understanding and control of criminal behavior .
Bio-environmental criminology uses
genetics, biochemistry, psychology and
sociology to explore questions about the
early detection of deviancy and the environmental aspects of crime.
" There is no one cure-all for the problem of crime, but there is no magic in
time-only punishment either," Endell
said.
It may be impossible to have a society
that is completely free of fear , but our
justice system seems to hold mu c h room
for improvement in the effort to reduce
both crime, and the fear of crime .
At the Justice Center, this kind of
understanding and impact is the goal.
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION:
an alternative to violence?
s the public debate on what to do
about crime continues, at least one new
Alaskan project is designed to interrupt
the chain of events that often ends in
violence .
Along with several other Anchorage
residents, Doug Barry of the University
of Alaska, Anchorage Justice Center, has
been active in establishing Alaska' s first
conflict resolution center-a service
which provides for the negotiated settlement of disagreements.
Opened in October, the center offers
trained mediators who can meet with
people to help them negotiate settlements of differences that otherwise
might lead to courtroom battles or erupt
as violent confrontations.
" The American system of justice is
based on winning and losing-on vanquishing an adversary and our traditional
method of problem solving is going to
court," Barry said . " We need to rethink
the way we have solved conflicts in the
past and find new approaches to problem solving .
" The conflict resolution movement requires people to rethink the benefit of
winning, and reflect on the benefit to be
gained from compromise . Its purpose is
to create a climate of conciliation in
which people can negotiate solutions to
their differences."
The conflict resolution process may
also be one way to reduce the most frequent type of interpersonal violence,
that which occurs between family
members, friend s and acquaintences .
A substantial number of homicides involve people who know each other, and
they usually are unplanned responses to
conflict and anger.
" In the case of deliberate homicides,
most involve narcotics or other illegal
economic activity . If you eliminate these
and crimes of passion, about the only
types of homicides left are the quickstop, late-night armed robberies . Your
chances of being killed while just walking down the street are very small," said
John Angell, Justice Center director.
If research shows that tougher laws
and law enforcement aren't effective in
reducing crime, and these measures are
even less likely to prevent domestic and
neighborhood violence .
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John Doe isn't a criminal before he
shoots his neighbor during an argument
about the dog, and he probably hasn't
spent any time beforehand thinking
about the consequences . The question
raised is how commmunities can defuse
these situations before violence occurs.
" In most cases there are early warning
signs that things are getting out of control ," Barry said . " Most neighborhoods
contain little festering sores that could
blow up."
A person who becomes involved in
this kind of situation could contact the
conflict resolution center, which would
provide a neutral mediator to arrange a
negotiated agreement between the people involved before violence occurs or
the matter ends up in court.
" I think attorneys in Anchorage have
been supportive of this concept because
court dockets are crowded and attorneys
are busy. It is one way to keep less
serious matters out of the court system, "
said Angell.
" It is almost an alternative justice
system, with its own rules and representatives who speak for the parties, but it
need not be second class justice," Barry
said .
Strictly voluntary, the center becomes
involved in a dispute only when one of
the parties requests the service . The
assigned mediator then contacts the
other person or persons involved and
asks that they meet together.
The negotiation will be scheduled at a
time convenient to all the parties , and
will be held in a neutral location, convenient to all, if possible .
The mediator acts as a neutral referee
as the parties work toward a settlement
acceptable to both sides of the dispute.
The process may be a long one, lasting
hours or even days, requiring several
meetings .
" During mediation , a contract is worked out and signed by both parties , who
each agree to do, or refrain from doing,
the behaviors that created the conflict. "
The agreement reached may also
reflect some kind of additional assistance the parties feel they need which
has been brought to light during negotiation . Because the mediators are aware of
other community services, they can help

their clients tie into t hese resources for
problem solving .
The mediators are volunteers from all
walks of life . They may be housewives,
attorneys or retired persons, for example .
Or they may have a special area of expertise, such as auto mechanics, and will
be called upon when a dispute involves
this area of knowledge.
" The requirements for mediators are
that they have good communication
skills, the time and the interest in this
project."
The first volunteers at the Anchorage
center are participating in a 40-hour intensive training session in mediation.
In recent years, about 180 conflict
resolution programs have been established throughout the United States; almost
no major city is without one, according
to Barry . He said they vary widely in
operating procedures and style, but all
are based on the concept of using mediation techniques to resolve disputes .
" Most of the centers appear to be doing quite well , and they 've shown substantial increases of the level of participation by the public ."
Studies of their effectiveness have
shown them to be more successful than
the courts in resolving confli c ts . " About
85 percent of the people who sit down to
solve their difference through mediation
come to an agreement, and after a oneyear period, about 90 percent of the
agreements reached are still holding. "
Conflict resolution centers may be
relatively new , but the concept of justice
through negotiation dates back hundreds, even thousands of years.
" The non-adversarial method of conflict resolution is the cornerstone of
social control in cultures the world
over ."
Tribal or village councils have been
and are now commonly used in many
societies to hear and mediate disputes.
"In Alaska, in those rural communities
where the village councils are still
strong, this mediation process has not
disappeared ."
Banishment, a punishment based on
isolation from the community, is the
ultimate sanction in these societies and
is not done lightly . Peace and tranquility
are instead preserved through the

psychology of the community . Conflicts
are mediated by chosen leaders, and
peer pressure is used to encourage the
resolution of conflict.
" What we' re discovering now is the
value of old ideas . The centers are taking
proven methods of conflict resolution
and placing them in a new context-a
service people can call on when communication breaks down. It is a way to
take something that works very well in
small, rural areas and adapting it to the
faceless urban area, where people may
not have a strong identification with
their neighborhood or town. "
Organized as a non-profit agency, the
new Anchorage center was established
with a $69,000 grant from the municipality. Barry said the program will be
carefully evaluated over the next six
months or so .
" We would like to be able to assist
other Alaskan communitites in setting up
their own programs in the future ."
Future roles for the university may include the training of mediators, providing justice students as intern
mediators and providing continuing
education related to this model for alternative community justice.
The frustration and escalation of
hostility caused by unresolved differences is a major target of the program. It is designed to cope with many
kinds of disputes, including those unsuited for resolution the services of com munity mental health centers, small
claims court, or other agencies.
" The purpose is not therapeutic , in the
medical sense, but it is therapeutic ."
Arguments between neighbors, roommates, landlord and tenant, consumer
and business person-all are appropriate
for mediation . And mediation may prove
to be one important element in the effort
to reduce criminal behavior and solve
the related problems of punishment and
restitution.
" Everyone needs to take a closer look
at ways to reduce conflict. Because we
can learn from conflict, the aim is not to
eliminate it, but to channel it," Barry
said .

Duncan and Brady
A chronicle of Violence in an earlier time

Well it's twinkle, twinkle, little star
Along came Brady in his 'lectric car
Got a mean look right in his eye
He's gonna shoot somebody just to watch him die
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long
An' it's Duncan, Duncan, tendin' the bar
Along came Brady with his shining star
Brady say to Duncan, "You under arrest"
Duncan shot a hole right in King Brady's chest
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long
Well Brady, Brady, Brady, know you done wrong
Come bustin' in here when my game was gain ' on
Breakin' in the windows, bustin' down the door
An' now you're laying dead on the barroom floor
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long
Ole' King Brady, he a big fat man
Doctor reach down, grab a'hole of his hand
Felt for a pulse, doctor he said,
I believe to my soul, King Brady's dead
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long
Well it's high tail carriages standin' all around
Just to take King Brady to his buryin' ground
High tail carriages, rubber tired hacks
Take him to the graveyard, ain't gonna bring him back
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long
Well Brady, Brady, Brady, know you done wrong
Come bustin' in here when my game was gain' on
Breakin' in the windows, bustin' down the door
An' now you're lyin' dead on the barroom floor
Been on the job too long
Been on the job too long

Traditional. Reco~ded by Tom Rush on the album, "Got a
Mind Ramble," Prestige/Folkways Records, 1963.
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SHANDAA

II

IN MY LIFETIME

A century of Athabascan life recalled
One of Alaska's best known elders,
Belle Herbert, died this September at her
home in Chalkyitsik. Believed to be the
state 's oldest living resident at the time of
her death, Belle left to the people
recollections of over a century of living in
Alaska. Three years ago, a project began
which resulted this summer in the
publication of Shandaa : In My Lifetime,
told by Belle Herbert and recorded,
transcribed, translated and published
through the efforts of many people.

Portions of the book are reprinted here
with permission of Bill Pfisterer of Fairbanks, who coordinated the project, and
the University of Alaska Native Language
Center, publishers of the book. The
following introduction, written by
Pfisterer, explains the project.

Belle Herbert was a Gwich' in Athabaskan woman who lived in the village
of Chalkyitsik , Alaska, on the Black
River. She lived in this region all her very
long life. According to conflicting birth
records , she was between 1OS and 127
years old at the time of her death Her
son died in 1964 at the age of 68; so Belle
may well have seen more than 120 springtimes. (Out of respect, people' s
Gwich 'in names are rarely used in pub I ic
context. People in the Yukon Flats refer
to her as Belle, so that is how we will
refer to her in this book.)
I lived in Fort Yukon for some years
and often heard people mention Belle
and her stories . In the fall of 1979, the
Alaska Humanities Forum provided us
with money to do a series of recordings
with Belle telling her life story . I made
several trips to Chalkyitsik to talk with
her; the accounts in this book have been
transcribed from the recordings of those
meetings .
It has taken a number of people working on different segments of the project
to produce this book. Alice Moses of
Chalkyitsik acted as interpreter for Belle
and me when the recordings were being
made; it is she whom Belle addresses as
" my grandchild " in the stories . Katherine
Peter tran scribed the Cwich ' in texts from
the tape recordings and translated the
material. She also provided expert
knowledge of the areas and events that
Belle told about.
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Virginia Alexander of the Dinjii Zhuu
Enjit Museum of Fort Yukon sponsored
the project for Humanities Forum funding of the initial fieldwork . She has also
been extremely helpful in providing
historical background for the notes to
each text.
The Alaska Historical Commission
provided funds for work on the text and
the illustrations (a series of pen and ink
drawings by Sandy jamieson of Fairbanks). Alaska Rural Community Action
Project provided support for photographer Rob Stapleton of Anchorage. Air
North contributed transportation to and
from Chalkyitsik. The City of Fort Yukon
provided additional support for the project and the university's Alaska Native
Language Center contributed the editing,
typesetting and printing funds .
The accounts appear with a minimum
of editing, in the order Belle told them .
The text is set up with the idea that there
is more to telling a story than just the
words and sentences. For instance, the
places where a storyteller pauses while
speaking are important in adding meaning and feel in g. They set the pace of the
story.
The stories, in either language, should
be read aloud . The reader should pause
at the end of each line briefly, as if for a
breath; when there is a wider break between lines , the pause should be longer.
(In order to match the English and
Gwich'in "paragraphs " it has been
necessary to vary the width of some of
these breaks; when there is a difference
between the width of a break in the
Gwich' in and the English, the shorter
break is the correct one .) When one
reads the text in this manner, one should
be able to give the impression of a
storyteller rather than a writer.
The Gwich'in and English " paragraphs " or " stanzas" are arranged

parallel to each other . We have made an
effort to have the English reflect the
pause structure, phrase length, and
grammar as well as the meaning of the
Gwich'in original.
The English version was written by
Katherine Peter and Bill Pfisterer and
rewritten by jane McGary. Because of
the word order in Athabaskan is different
from word order in English sentences,
facing lines do not always correspond in
meaning, though they often do.
Gwich'in storytellers use many special
words such as ree, zhyaa, gwizhrii, Iii,
and roo, to express such things as the
teller 's attitude or her desire to call the
I istener's attention to something. English
uses word order and stress (and punctuation in writing) to do these things, so
these Gwich ' in words do not always have
word equivalents in the English translation .
Katherine Peter transcribed Belle's
words just as she heard them . Like
anyone speaking informally, Belle
sometimes varied her pronunciation of
common words which may be said any
of several ways in her language. The text
reflects this ; there are variant spellings
of some frequently occurring words . This
variation usually involves nasalization of
vowels .
As anyone who speaks or studies
Gwich'in knows, it is a tone language;
that is , the pitch of the voice on certain
syllables affects their meaning . Because
the Gwich'in spelling system was designed for speakers of the langauge to use,
and it was felt that speakers could
automatically supply the correct tones
as they read, this practical spelling
system now in use does not show the
tones with special marks (as is done in
many Athabaskan tone languages).
Anyone who does not speak Gwich'in , therefore, will have to refer to tape
recordings of these texts before using
them for studying the language. We
regret that there were not sufficient
funds and personnel to provide for tone
analysis on the texts .

The following accounts were excerpted
from separate sections of the book. For
information on obtaining a copy of Shandaa, see the publications section of this
issue.

Alice: Jidii lidii eenjit t'eegaahchy'aa
shih chtt' dohlii?
Shih tsal ga'aa
aiits'a'
giichlJ' zhrii.
Jidii geeghaii
giheenjyaa goo'
li'haa neeshreegviaahchy'aa gwin'e'
t'igwinyaa.
Vaanoodlit chan haagwiindaii kwaa roo.
Shii googaa vaanoodlit dzat gwee 'an
tthak goodlit t'oonchy'aa.
Yeenjit Old Rampart garahnyaa izhik
gwizhrii chan Ginkhii
Khehkwaii haa indi'
gwinyaa gwizhrii tr'igwiitth'ak.
Akwat ts'a'
ninghit gwa'an
yeenji' Dawson kwat chan gwats'at
tr'ideegwaatth'at t'oonchy'aa.
Yee'at gidinjii inlii Tanan
aii chan shandaa.
Vijuu gwanaa hee
aii t'ee nagwaatth 'at t'oonchy'aa.
Yeedi'
Tanana laraa agwaqlh'\iii gwinyaa t'ee
kh~ijkQQ

aii t'ee Talkeetna gagahnyaa izhik
izhik chan t'ee shandaa.

Alice: What did they use for tea?
They ate a little meat
and then
just drank the broth.
What else
could they drink, when
people were so poor in those days?
We didn't even know about white men.
I myself saw when the first white men
came around here.
Up there where they call Old Rampart,
there was only a priest,
and a chief stayed there,
that 's all we heard.
And
far away,
we heard there was a settlement at
Dawson.
And Tanan (Fairbanks) where all the people
go,
it came into existence in my lifetime.
It was not too long ago
that it was established.
And when
they struck gold down in Tanana, that
was the last (gold strike),
I think they call it Talkeetna,
that too happened in my lifetime.
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Dawson
Circle haa ch'aragw~'iiii aii tl'ee hee
yeedit chan ch'aragw?h'iiH t'igwinyaa.
Akwat aii Dawson
ch'aragwiih'iiii gwats'an it'ee
izhik gwats'an at'oohju' hee vaanoodlit
tr'ii~'in t'oonchy'aa.
Akwat ts'at
yeenjik Circle ch'aragw~'iiii gwats'an it'ee
steamboat goodlit.
At'oohju' hee vaanoodlit niiii gwanlii
tr'agw\1-~'in gQQ kwaa tr'agwaah'in.
Ninghuk kwaa gwanaa vijuu gwanaa
gwats'an t'ee store nigwiinjil gQQ.
Aii gwats'a' geetak vaanoodlit
tr·~~'in .

In Dawson
and in Circle they struck gold, and after
that,
they struck gold down river there.
And the Dawson
gold strike, from that time on
we began to see
white men.
And after
they struck gold in Circle, the steamboat
started.
From that time on, we saw a lot of
white men, though we didn't see them
all the time.
It hasn't been too long that they've had
stores around here.
But we sometimes saw
white men before that time.
When they struck gold downriver,
that was when the white men started
coming around.

Yeedit
... ch'aragw~'iiii gwats'an izhik it'ee
gwats'an li'haa vaanoodlit niiii goodlit
t'oonchy'aa.
Akwat li'haa
li'haa neeshreegwaahchy'aa.
Tr'agwandaii akhai'
nehduk hee diilak niiii diik'\1-?}ltii geh'an
... diihaa goodlii t'oonchy'aa.
Akwat li 'haa
li'haa neeshreegwaahchy'aa t'oonchy'aa.

At that time,
we were really poor.
But we survived out here,
our families would take care of us,
so we had things.
But we were really
very poor then.

Aaa! shitseii
akwat ts 'a' dinjii aih ahtsik
tl'ee chan tr'injaa yaghat ts'a'
at'oohju' hee chan yakwaihl~j chan dinjii
yats'a' tr'injii.
Akwat ts'a' yaaghat niivyaa chan heelyaa
gwintl'oo vadzaih dhaa l~ii tr'ahkhii
t'igwinyaa.

Ah! grandchild,
after the man made snowshoes,
then the women
would fill the snowshoes, and the men
would put in the foot part later.
And if someone wanted to make a skin
tent, she would have to tan a lot of
caribou hides.

Aii
chan
tr'injaa n11iJ yiighal ts'a' zhyaa ch'ihlok hee
niivyaa eegatrak.
Jyaa digii'in nihts'igiinyaa ts'a'
zhik gwach'aa giighan aii ree geed?}lthan,
geed?}lthan gwizhrii.
Aaa! shitseii! gwintl'oo tr'injaa naii
khaiinjich'igiljik gwich'in.
Dinjii gwintl'oo gwitr'it t'agwah'in kwaa.
Akwat ts'a' tr'injaa
it'ee
yehdok tr'iinin naii chan
akwat gwach'aa tlik giikak dilchuu jidii
dagats'at ch'aa kwaii haa.
Jyaa dinchy'aa ts'a' tr'iinin nftij neegitl'uu
gwiizhik it'ee ree dinjii ree
nahaazhrii gwats'a' gihijyaa,
gihijyaa ts'a' t'ee geed?}lthan.
Tr'iinin nq.ii neegitl'uk geedant'ee
neegiitl'uk ts'a' t'ee
chahak ts 'a'
yee'at dachaaval

That
too
the women would work on and help each
other, and make it really fast.
That's the way they did it, but
when they made their own clothes,
they did it by themselves.
Ah! grandchild, those women really had a
hard time, I bet.
A man didn't work so hard.
And the women
and
the children also
slept on worn-out clothes and old tom
blankets.
That was how it was, and the woman would
dress the children while the man
got ready to go hunting,
and the men would leave and the others
were alone.
They dressed the kids, and they also got
dressed, and then
she would go outside and
over there was a toboggan;
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aii kak
zhik niivyaa aii zhit noiidoo ts'a' jidii ts'ik
diyahtsik jyaa digiyah 'in jyaa dineegiyilik
ts'a'
aii vakak t'ee jidii giizhit ikhw digichyahch'aa haa jyaa dagah'in
aii gwizhit t'ee tr'iinin natsal n(lil
gaadlii.
Akwat l(lii chan l~ii kwaa googaa
gwiizhik tr'injaa chan gwiizhik
tr'iinin aghwaa gwiizhik
t'ii'in nah(li\.

on that
she rolled the skin tent into a cylinder
and flapped it over again, and
on top of that, wrapped in what they slept
in, and their tom mattresses, the little
children
were put.
And there weren't many dogs, so
even though she was carrying a baby at
the time,
she had to do this.

Akwat it'ee
tthak· val ch'ahchaa tr'iinin n(lii chan
dilik it'ee
l~ii tly'ah dilik.
It'ee jeiinchy'aa
val
niivyaa chan
yeedee k'it t'inch'ii
jyaa di\~chy'aa
oodak haa'ee haa
veelin.
Aii oondaa dachaaval ki' ghat chan
jeiinchy'aa oonjit val ki' chan jyaa
dinchy'aa.
Aii nji' ts'a' tr'iin'ee aii onta' nadhat.
Akwat oondaa
niriheenjyaa
khazhaagadhak
tl'ee ah chan oonaa nigiilik.

And then
she tied everything on the toboggan and
put the kids on it and harnessed the
dogs.
Then like that,
the toboggan
with the skin tent on top
and on top of that
as many kids as she hadit was pretty high
around the edge.
The load was tied to the toboggan front
and back.
A stick stuck out from the back and she
held onto that.
And when
they arrived at their destination
they would shovel the snow out
and then put spruce boughs on top of it.

Aiits'a' gwizhit tthak na'aagiilik.
Aiitl'ee t'ee niivyaa chanh gwi'eegiitthaii.
Oodok
haa'ee chan tly'aa giyaa niivyaa chanh
danaahtl'uu aii
jyaa digiyah'in.
Zhik k'iindaa dachan chan jyaa dinchy'aa
aii chan oodee chan digiyahchaa.
Zhik tthak gogwahtsik tl'ee t'ee niivyaa
gwachan lihts'eegikhyuu ts'a' aii
jyaa digiyah'in.
Jyaa
digiyah'in gohch'it oodee gwinzjj
deegiyahchaa ts'a'
giichan tthak
gwinzii gwahtsii zhah
tthak
giichan needhak.

Then they put spruce boughs down all
over the tent spot.
And after that they put tent poles up all
around the base.
Up there
there was a beam and they tied those
sticks to it
like that.
There was a beam going the other way, and
they tied that also.

Aiitl'ee t'ee
yeendaa
kik
dachan nihts'ii niriichik.
Oo'ok
ts'iivii haaghoo aii vaghak kak luh
aii keegii'in aii yeendaa gwiheek'?' izhik
jyaa digiyilik.
Dachan nihts'ii vaghaih t'inchy'aa aii
gwintsal ehdak t'inchy'aa
gwiizhik it'ee gogwaahk'ik roo.

After they put the frame together,
they tied the skin all around it,
like that.
Finally
they put the whole thing on the frame and
around the bottom edge
they banked it with snow
all
around the bottom.
After that
out in the middle
for the fireplace
they put a big log on each side.
Outside
they took dirt from the roots of a fallen tree
and piled it up in the fireplace.
There's a log on each side of it, and they
piled dirt in the middle
and built a fire on top of it.
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{A lice speaks.}
Shitseii, tr'injaa eetak gwitr'it t'agwah'in
gitr'ii'ee k'it t'inchy'aa n~ji goozhee
tr'ikhit !at gwanlii hee'.
Zhyaa dinindee
chw tr'andhadlaii ts'a' t'ee.
Ni'fi~ vizhee gwan'at goo'?ii ts'a' l?fllat
tr'ihiljii kwaa.
lzhik it'ee
dzaa tr'igwich'ii gwiizhik t'ee
Loola
Old Rampart gwats'at ginkhii dzaa nihee Iii.

Aiits'a' oodee hee zhyaa
gwintsal jyaa doonchy'aa
googaa k'iidak
!at
haa jyaa digwii'in.
Aiits'a' yee'at gihdeech'ag~iibvyaa ts'a'
t'ee ree gwiindhaa.
Akwat
na'aagiilik ts'a'
jyaa digii'in niivyaa gagaahchaa aiitl'ee
it'ee ehjyaa traa chan oondok traa chan
khagikyaa aii
dagakhahk'at kak
tr'iinin aghwaa ji' googaa nihk'it.
Akwat tr'iinin

gwil~ii

nit'eeraahn~i

haa aii
tree googaa nihk'it.
Akwat ts'a'
traa oo'ee niilik chan aii traa jyaa diibjyaa
ree tr'ahtsii.
Yaa'at k'ii'ee ree zhyaa traa khad\liibk'at
gwahtsik.
Aii gwiizhik tr'iinin n~H ch'ad~j' hee
eegwaahk'ik k'ii'ee nihdeehahdal
aii gwiizhik t'ii'in.
Akwat aii traa ehdaa tr'andak ts'a' gwiizhik
t'ee nah~{l. gwiizhik
it'ee nihdahak ts'a'
chan it'ee akoh tr'ihee'aa eenjit chan
gwitr'it t'agwah'in
zhyaa ree.
Aaa! shitseii! tr'injaa n~jj gwintl'oo
neeshraahchy'aa ilii.
Eeriijyaa
geetak hee ch 'araahk'ee
geetak hee akwaa.
Jyaa digwii'in haa
geenjyaa gwizhrii duuyee tr'igwich'ii
t'igwinyaa.
Shin khaii haa nihk'it.
Gwihch'it zhyaa ree
nin da'an gwizhiik'ii k'it ree t 'irinchy'aa
ndaa ts'a'.
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And up on top
there was a little opening
but even so
the smoke drew really well.
Then they put some~hing over the
doorway and it was warm .
Then
they spread spruce boughs and
tied the tent over it, and after that
they chopped firewood outside and
brought the firewood back
on their shoulders,
even if they were packing babies.
And the poor baby
just bounced around in back,
even if it was crying, just the same.

Aiits'a' oo'ok nijin hee zhuk dhidii Iii.
Ni'~e vizhee zhyaa ree gwiildrat.
Yeendee
dak naraazhii izhik shoondee videek'it
Englis ts'at iltsuu
aii kak gwiz1,1' hee izhik hee kwigwil'\lii.
Ni '~~ vizhee gwizhrii ree kogwiib 'e'
!at kwaa dQhlii.
Aiits'a' oo'at gwa'an nijin t'inchy'aa
tr'ikhit !at gwanljj aiits'a' zhyaa ni'e~
vizhee zhyaa ree gwats'a' ch'irihilghaa
k'it t'iizhik Iii.
Aaa! shitseii! neeshreegwaahchy'aa gwitr'it
gwint'aii gwaatsii.
Shitseii, nagaazhrii ch'agaahk'ee aii kwan
geedaa t'igwinyaa.
Akwat khehlan t'oonchy'aa ji' gwintl'oo
shih kwaa.

And then
she brought the wood and chopped it so
long.
Out there she made a pile of wood.
Meanwhile, she'd already put her children
inside, where she had a fire going
while she was doing that.
After she was done with the wood, and
it was getting dark,
she went inside and
started working on their meal,
that's all .
Ah! grandchild, those poor women, they
were just worked down.
The men came home
and sometimes they'd shot something,
and sometimes not.
Doing that,
they constantly moved around and never
stayed in one place.
Summer and winter they did the same.
But now
people are just like animals sleeping
in their dens.

Akoo ts'a' t'ee
shin
khaii haa t'ee geh ghat dich'irintl'ii gwiizhik
geetak hee chan k'oo gwat'araahchy'aa.
Jyaa doonchy'aa aaa! shitseii, neeshreegwaahchy'aa.
Chihvyaa gahtsik aii haa tr'ijit oo'ok
nihk'eegaahtii ts'a' gwintl'oo dinjii
nihk'aahtii t'igwinyaa. ·
Gwat'araahchy'aa gwatsal goo'fiii kwaa roo.
Zhyaa zhree ndaa geedaa nats'aa.
Aaa! shitseii gwintl'oo
neeshreegwaahchy' aa.

Grandchild,
some women that don't like to work, it's
like there's always a lot of smoke
in their houses.
Tears
come out of our eyes.
My mother's house was outside the main
settlement, and there was no smoke in it.
Then
while we were staying here,
Loola
the preacher came down from Old Rampart .
I don't know where he stayed out there.
He always came to my mother's house.
Over in the corner
when people stayed here, was my older
brother's bed,
and he put a Hudson's Bay blanket on it
and sat there on that nice bedding.
He always stayed in my mother's place,
I guess because there was no smoke there.
Where he stayed out there there was a lot
of smoke, and so when he got tired of it
he came over here to get away from it.
Ah! grandchild, times were very hard and
people worked hard.
Grandchild, we survived on the food they
hunted and shot.
If we stayed in one place, there wouldn't
be any food.

j;
"''

And

in summer
and winter they snared rabbits, and sometimes in between we used fishtraps on
the creeks.
That's the way it was,
ah, grandchild, times were hard.
They made fishnets and with them they got
a living out in the bush; they really
helped one another.
There was no outside source for things.
They just made do with what there was.
Oh! grandchild, it was really
hard times.
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Shitseii
gwintl'oo
ch'iheet'aa gaagwiindaii kwaa.
Dinjii ilee
gwiizhik t'igwii'in t'igwinyaa.
Kwat ts'a'
yaaghat
Doctor Burke
aii
Bishop Rowe haa
aii
Zhoogwaatsan nik'ee vanandaii aii n~ii haa
tik dinjii k'eegiiltii
soup neegaahthal tyiilichoo zhit kwaiitee
neegahaazhik.
Aii gwiizhik t'ee dinjii
it'ee dinjii gwintl'oo an ninjii it'ee
gwinzii neegwahaali' gwiizhik
ch'eet'aa zhree gwinyaa.
~jj n~ii

ilts'ik ts'a' dats'aa ts'a' chiinjil
t'igwinyaa.
Shant'ee zhree.
Zhyaa zhree yaak'iikyaa zhik
oodit school zhee gwiyeendak shizhee
goo'~ii kwat yaaghat zhat k'iikyaa
tly'ahtr'an choo neet'aa k'it zhree
t'igwii'in.
Aaa! shitseii, yee'at Ch'oonjik hee
neeheet'aa gwinyaa.
Launch haa yee'at theetaa haa
jyaa zhyaa digwii'in.
Gwintl'oo ilts'ik n\J.ii googaa t'ee oo'an
haajil dQhlii.
Kwat t'ee oo'at gwinzii gwizhrii nineeniit 'ee ts'a' duuyee.
Gohch'it chan ndaa ts'a' oo'an
shant'ee zhree.
It'ee
zhree k'eediihilzhik.
Gwik' eerigwah~daii.
Chan tr'agookwat.
Aaa! nitsii zhree gwintsal vanan ch'eenjik.
Daada'
shji haa it'ee chan k'eenakhwarahahchik
chan tr'igwilts\1-ii·
Aaa! shitseii oojit seventeen mile garahnyaa
izhik t'ee ninikhwelchii.
Lyaa zhree nakhwaa gwinzij.
Aaa! shitseii it'ee dinjii n~jj oo·~~
neeniit'ee ts'a'
jyaa darah'in ts'a' oo'ok neerahahchik
aii vizhit gidiigwarah'ee zhree.
Aii zhree heedflf
ninghit kwaa gwanaa gwats'an
izhik zhree k'eeniit'ee, k'eeniit'ee
t'oonchy'aa.
Ooduk deegwii'in ninghuk gwaal'in kwaa
t'oonchy 'aa.
Oonjuk gwizhrii gwirich'ii ts'a'.
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Grandchild,
really,
we didn't know airplanes would fly in .
A rich man
was doing that, they say.
Then
that man,
Doctor Burke,
he
and Bishop Rowe
and
John Fredson, those three were taking care
of people,
going around the village, taking soup
around in a big pot.
During that time people
were really dying off, and when they
began to get better,
it was said that a plane would come.
A lot of people who were sick went out
with their blankets around them.
I was among them, too.
It was flying right around here,
right back of the schoolthe plane looked like a big dragonfly.

Ah! grandchild, they said it was going to
land over at the Porcupine.
With a launch and over the portage
we all went there.
Even the people who were really sick
went over there.
How amazing that it should fly around so
well!
So finally I went over there,
even I.

Then
he started to take us around.
We started to try it.
We also paid.
Ah! your grandfather always had a little
money.
Nena Peterson and I arranged to take a
ride in the plane.
Ah! grandchild, he took us up there to
where they call it Seventeen Mile.
We really had a good time.
Ah! grandchild, then the people came back
and went again with it,
the way they taught us to get used to it,
to be used to being in it.
Now that
was not very long ago when
planes started to fly, when it first
flew here.
I didn't see what was going on down the
river all the time.
We only lived upriver.
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Arctic science
and public policy
topics of conference

Scientists participate in a dry run of one of the Permafrost Conference tours.

International permafrost meeting planned
The University of Alaska is gearing
up for the arrival of hundreds of people who will gather next summer with
one thing on their minds-permafrost.
That high-latitude phenomenon,
which has wrecked the best intentions
of home builders and road crews
throughout Alaska , is the subject of the
Fourth International Conference on Permafrost at the Fairbanks campus,
July 18-22 .
The first permafrost conference was
held at Purdue University in 1963 and
its success prompted the Soviet Union
to hold a I arger meeting ten years later
in Yakutsk, Siberia . Canada followed
with a 1978 conference in Edmonton ,
and when it was decided to hold a
1983 meeting in the United States , the
University of Alaska offered to host the
event.
Planning for the meeting is a major
project for university people and
others . About 1,000 participants are expected , and by last June, over 700 invitations had been accepted by persons
from 25 countries. Co-organized by the
National Academy of Sciences and the
state government, the conference will
cost about $680,000 . Funding will come
from several state and federal agencies,
and from private sources .
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During the meeting, hundreds of
technical papers on permafrost will be
delivered and many panel discussions
will be held on special topics .
Local field trips will explore permafrost features and problems in the
Fairbanks area and the organizing committee is offering extended field trips
the weeks before and after the conference . These include trips to Prudoe
Bay, McKinley Park , the Mackenzie
Delta region of northern Yukon Territories , Anchorage via the Copper
River basin, and a tour of the arctic
coastal plain from Prudoe Bay to the
Colville Delta .
Those interested in attending the
conference are urged to register no
I ater than March, 1983, although campus registration will be accepted the
week of the meeting. There are reduced early registration fees , special fees
for students and persons accompanying
participants, and special fees for extended field trips . Limited financial
assistance is available for those who require it .
Direct inquiries to Conferences and
Institutes, University of Alaska, 117
Eielson, Fairbanks, AK 99701.
Rodger Eckhart

A general theme of arctic science
was selected for the 33rd Alaska
Science Conference, which attracted
over 600 people from Alaska , the lower
48 states , Canada and Europe .
" It does not seem the time for any
discipline to dominate or forward its
own cause, " said Vera Alexander, president of the Arctic Division of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science . " The unifying theme
is arctic science (in general) and the
policies which support that science. "
Alexander is the director of the University of Alaska 's Institute of Marine
Science (IMS), conference host.
Her comments reflected the spirit of
diversity which the conference emphasized with its theme of arctic
science . The meeting included five
symposia on the topics of telecommunications in the arctic, energy
technology for the arctic , human performance in cold climates, medical implications of marine mammal research,
and a discussion of the development of
a unified arctic science policy for
Alaska . Technical presentations and a
series of pub I ic lectures were also
given .
The opportunity for holding technical
sessions is the primary purpose of the
meeting, for they give scientists a
chance to demonstrate to colleagues
work they are involved in and to
dis cuss their research with others in
their own and related fields said
Margaret Billington of IMS, Lhairperson
of the conference organizing committee .
Government science policy for the
arctic was an important topic for many

of th e participants . At present the
United States has no unified poli cy on
the development and funding of arcti c
research . Some scientists are finding
state government reluctant to fund
research which is seen as beneficial to
the federal government, while the
federal government is reluctant to fund
projects in Alaska that it feels the state
should support. An articulated arctic
science policy is seen as one solution
to this catch-22 situation .
Alaskan Senator Frank Murkowski
recently attempted to pass legislation
that would coordinate federal arcti c
research efforts and provide $25
million annually in federal funding for
these projects , but the bill has thus far
failed to gain approval.
According to David Hickok , director
of the Arctic Environmental Information Data Center, an alternative state
plan is being pursued , although there is
still hope the Murkowski legislation will
pass .
" There were two elements of the
science policy discussed at the conference, " Hickok said . " One was the
(status of the) Murkowski legislation
creating an arctic science policy . The
bill was not passed by the senate , but
will probably be brought back in the
lame duck session ." The other, said
Hickok , was the possible adoption of a
state science policy and how it would
affect the development of resource s,
transportation , communication, human
health and societal and cultural conditions . He said there has been " some
evidence of political support," for the
adoption of such a policy .
The proceedings of this year 's conference, containing abstracts of papers
presented, are available for $10 from
the Institute of Marine Scien ce, 221
O 'Neill Building, UA, Fairbanks, AK
99701 .

Rocket experiment
supports planet
formation theory
Several years ago, Nobel Prize winner Hannes Alfven advanced a theory
of how the planets have been formed .
There is a situation in the universe,
which astronomers can now detect,
where the energy and mass from an
electrically neutral gas cloud collapses
under its own gravity .
The basis for Alfven 's theory was the
hypothesis that this collapsing energy
and mass can be transferred to an electrified gas, or plasma, trapped in the
rotating magnetic field of a star like
the sun .
Such a transfer would ionize, or elec-

trically c harge, the matter in the gas
cloud . The magnetic field would then
hold this charged material away from
the star, causing it to form planets
which would rotate around the star .
A recent experiment by scientists at
the University of Alaska 's Geophysical
Institute showed that such a transfer of
energy and mass from an electrically
neutral cloud to a magnetically controlled plasma can occur.
Previous laboratory experiments had
revealed the possibility of such a process on a small scale, but without an
interstellar space ship, testing Alfven 's
theory on an astrophysical scale seem ed impossible . Then, from a rocketborne experiment, German scientists
believed they found corroborating
evidence .
In a later experiment at the University of Alaska, a rocket bearing a highexplosive, shaped charge was launched
from the Geophysical Institute's Poker
Flat Rocket Range . The charge was encased in a shell of barium and strontium metal.
Directed by professor Gene Wescott,
the rocket's experimental mission was
multifaceted and complex, but one portion concerned a definitive test of
Alfven 's theory .
When the explosive charge detonated 496 km (308 miles) above the earth ,
it sent a rapidly expanding luminous
disk of neutral barium and strontium

Rodger Eckhart
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atoms through the ionosphere.
The expanding disk of atoms
simulated the collapsing cloud the
theory required . The earth's ionosphere
provided the plasma trapped in the
rotating magnetic field.
On the ground below, professors
Chuck Deehr and Jerry Romick supervised sophisticated optical equipment
measuring the encounter of cloud and
plasma. The instruments found the
evidence: energy and mass did transfer
from the neutral cloud to the
magnetically controlled plasma.
Confirmation of Alfven's theory on
the formation of plane•s is not quite
final, but until the interstellar space
ship comes along, the giant laboratory
over Alaska will do quite well.
This study was funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

The above article was adapted from a
report published in Geophysical
Institute Quarterly, a newsletter on
Institute activities published for the
public . If you would like to receive the
newsletter, write the Geophysical Institute, Elvey Building, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701.
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Review of Native student success rates
raises questions for future research
A study of Native student college
success rates and how they have
changed over time at the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks (UAF), indicates that
efforts to enhance Native student success have had a positive effect. But it
also raises several questions that
should be answered if the factors that
influence these success rates are to be
understood.
The purpose of the study was to provide statistical information for use in
identifying problem areas and program
needs, rather than to explain changes in
success rates. It examined the academic success, dropout, and graduation
rates of Alaska Natives at UAF through
the late 1970s-rates of academic success and dropout among Native
students enrolling as new college
freshmen from 1963-1979; relationships
between standardized test scores, high
school grades, and other factors to success ; success rates of Native freshmen
from the new small village high
schools ; and numbers of Native students graduating with associate, baccalaureate and graduate degrees in different fields of study .
" The success rate, as measured by
our criteria, took a big jump in the 'early 1970s, even though ACT scores of
entering students were falling ," said
Judith Kleinfeld , who conducted the
study . Kleinfeld is a professor of educational psychology at the university's Institute of Social and Economic Research, which funded the study .
While political and social changes
may also have been important, the rise
in Native college success in the late
1960s and early 1970s did coincide with
a general change in university policy

toward Native students . During this
time, for example, the school established special programs to assist Alaska
Natives, particulary the Student Orientation Services on the main campus
and the field-based X-CED program.
After this period, however, during the
late 1970s, the academic success rate
for Native students leveled off .
The study determined that this was
partially related to "a large increase in
the proportion of entering Native
freshmen with limited academic preparation." And it found that Native
freshman with low ACT scores still
have only a one-in-three chance of succeeding academically, despite the
assistance of special programs such as
SOS (now Rural Student Services at
UAF).
The reasons for the increase in
Native students without sufficient
preparation for college is one area
needing further study .
" Possibly, this trend simply indicates
academically competent Native
students may be choosing to attend
college elsewhere," the report states .
Kleinfeld pointed out that among
Native students , like non-Native
students , there are many who initially
attend college 'to see what it' s like .'
" They are just exploring, and the fact
that they don 't complete a particular
number of courses can 't be interpreted as success or failure ," she said .
The study did indicate that an important factor for academic success
among Native students was whether or
not they had well-developed academic
goals . Those who had declared a major
area of study were much more I ikely to
complete a sequence of coursework

than those who had not determined
their specific academic interests .
Another area of concern identified
by the study was the decline in
numbers of Native male college graduates at UAF. " First, it is important to
determine if the graduation pattern at
UAF is representative of other colleges .
If this trend does occur elsewhere, its
basis should be examined . Since the
trend is recent, its cause may lie more
with the impact of the social and
economic changes in Alaska in the late
1970s than with traditional cultural patterns. "
Basically, the study showed that
"Native college success at UAF reached a plateau in the late 1970s. The
gains of the early 1970s were maintained, at least for the campus-based program. However, no substantial improvements occurred in freshmen success, drop-out rates, or numbers of
Native graduates."
"The big question is to try to explore
in depth the problems that many
Native students experience within the
university environment and what steps
can be taken to reduce them . I find it
disappointing that success rates haven 't
improved over the last few years in
view of the need for Native professionals ." Kleinfeld said .

The above study, Native College Success in the Seventies: Trends at the
University of Alaska at Fairbanks has
been published by the Institute of
Social and Economic research as Occasional Paper No. 15. Copies can be
ordered for $2 from the Institute, 707 A
St., Suite 206, Anchorage 99501.
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Southeastern's 'Mississippi' creates
Alaska's fresh water coastal current
For more than eleven years scientists
at the University of Alaska's Institute
of Marine Science (IMS) have been
observing the circulation of the Gulf of
Alaska. These observations have led to
the conclusion that a major coastal
current exists throughout the Northeast
Pacific and that its seasonal signal is
strongly influenced by coastal fresh
water discharge.
The absence of major rivers has
caused this area to be ignored by most
hydrologists, but the total fresh water
entering the North Pacific Ocean from
the Southcoast/Southeast Alaska area is
approximately 1 .2 times the average annual discharge of the Mississippi River
system .
Though the data collection began in
1970, this conclusion has only been
developed in the past few years . (An
analysis that has been considerably
more rapid than the still uncompleted
one of the Challenger expedition,
whose field work ended in 1872!)
It is anticipated that knowledge of

The Alaska Coastal Current and its
causes will be useful to fisheries scientists and biological oceanographers
since the productivity within the flow is
very high . Knowledge of coastal currents is also useful to mariners for
decreasing transit times, for search and
rescue operations, and for predicting
pollutant pathways .
The Alaska Coastal Current exists
because moist, warm marine air impinges on the coastal mountain ranges.
As air attempts to get over the mountains it must rise, but as it rises it is
cooled, causing it to release moisture .
As inhabitants in coastal communities can verify, extremely high
rates of precipitation occur. One station in Prince William Sound reported
more than 27 feet of precipitation in
1976.
Because the distance from the mountains to the ocean is very short, no major river networks exist, but instead
most of this water enters the ocean by
way of small streams. The width of the
UA magazine
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resulting current varies, but is usually
less than 15 miles wide and it has
speeds up to two knots . The fresh
water coastal flow (salinity 26-32 parts
per thousand) is modified by the winds
of the storms often found over this
region . These winds keep the flow compacted against the coast, enhancing its
velocity .
The fresh water can also be stored in
the seasonal snowfields and more permanently in the vast glacial field's .
Because of this glacial storage, it might
be that the warming of the earth 's atmosphe re will be manifested as an increase in the coastal current in the
Gulf of Alaska .
The field work was supported initially by the Office of Naval Research and
from 1974-1980 by the Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment
Program of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration . Further investigations of the Alaska Coastal Current now have been proposed to the
National Science Foundation .
The proposed studies would attempt
the first direct measurements of the
near-surface flow and meteorological
measurements at Cape Fairfield .
It is expected that in future years
scientists of other disciplines, such as
geology, chemistry and glaciology, will
join in the study of the Alaska Coastal
Current . The scope of the work will expand along the coast to the east to investigate the origins of the flow and to
the west to determine the eventual fate
of the flow .

The above report was adapted from an
article by Thomas Royer, professor of
marine science at IMS, which appeared
in Institute of Marine Science Notes, a
quarterly newsletter. To be placed on
the mailing list, write /MS Notes, Institute of Marine Science, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701 .
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Alaskan wildlife
and strip minescan they coexist?
Petroleum exploration and development is the dominant extractive industry in Alaska today, but another
natural resource looms as a major factor in the state' s economic future : coal.
Interest in Alaskan coal is nothing
new-underground mining started in
1855 at Port Graham on the Alaskan
Peninsula . As the demand for coal increased and new equipment was
developed, underground mining was
gradually replaced by open-pit mining
or stripmining .
By 1960, underground coal mining in
Alaska had virtually ceased. Interest in
surface mining generally declined during
the 1960s, but within the last decade
the demands for domestically available
energy and energy independence from
Third World countries have refocused
attention on Alaskan coal.
Alaska 's coal reserves have been
estimated by state officials to equal the
world 's known oil reserves in energy
equivalence and to comprise almost
half of the nation 's known coal reserves .
Realizing that coal-mining regulations
in the conterminous United States may
be unsuited to Alaska 's northern environment, Congress commissioned the
National Academy of Sciences to
evaluate the Surface Mining Act of 1977
with respect to Alaska 's unique conditions .
The National Research Council was
formed by the National Academy to
conduct the study . Its Committee on
Alaskan Coal Mining and Reclamation ,
reporting on the effects of coal mining
on wildlife, said :
The effects of coal mining on wildlife
in Alaska are essentially unknown, and

although there is some information on
the effects of mining near Healy [site of
a large, active stripiJline] and from construction activities in several other areas
of the state, any assessment of impacts
specifically from coal mining must be
considered speculative (National
Research Council, 1980).
The committee also noted that coal
mining and such related activities as
road building may affect wildlife indirectly by modifying or destroying
critical habitat or disrupting migration
routes .
Prior to the research council 's study,
scientists at the University of Alaska 's
Agricultural Experiment Station
Research Center at Palmer began investigations to determine what plant
species and techniques are best suited
for rehabilitating stripmine spoils in
Alaska 's varied environments.
As a result of the research council
study, these ongoing revegetation
studies were amended in 1980 to include an investigation of the bird and
mammal responses to and use of
reclaimed mine spoils . The project is
designed to investigate pre- and
postmining effects on wildlife.
The premining investigations center
around the Beluga coal field west of
Anchorage, where exploratory digging
is now being conducted with a view
toward full-scale mining . By examining
the large- and small-mammal populations and by doing bird surveys, a
predisturbance list of animals that live
or visit the area and the types of
habitat they use is being compiled .
A provisional mammal species list
for this area includes the arctic shrew,
arctic ground squirrel, black bear,
coyote, dusky shrew, grizzly bear,
moose, red fox, taiga vole, tundra vole
and meadow jumping mouse .
This animal habitat data, when
related to plant biomass (also being
measured), will provide a quantitative

picture of the plant-animal relationships in the ecosystem before mining
takes place. If such research continues,
this information can later be compared
with data collected during the active
mining state, and in the postmining
phase after reclamation .
This premining investigation and
subsequent analysis will provide scientists with a long-term, overall view of
animal responses to stripmining in an
Alaskan setting.
The goal of the postmining investigations is to determine bird and mammal
use of surface-mined areas that have
been reclaimed by artificial means
(seeded), and reclaimed by natural
plant invasion .
The study site for artifically reclaimed land is at the Usibelli Coal Mine
west of Healy in the Healy Creek
drainage. Reclamation studies began
there in 1972 and have continued to the
present. These revegetated areas of different ages provide a unique opportunity for examining the animal use of the
sites and how this use varies as plant
communities change .
At each reseeded area several
animal-habitat parameters are being
measured and plant production is being
determined to determine the biomass
contributed by each plant species . The
forage is also being analyzed for
seasonal nutrient content . These
measurements will show what seeded
plants have survived and which ones
contribute the best quality forage .
Small animals (voles, shrews, ground
squirrels) are being trapped and their
stomach contents microscopically examined to determine which seeded
plants are important food items .
Diets of large herbivores (caribou,
Dall sheep, moose) and carnivores
(wolf, fox, coyote) are also being determined by the microscopic method, but
only the fecal droppings are collected
and examined, eliminating the sacrifice

of important game animals.
Visual sightings and other population
analysis techniques are being used to
determine habitat use patterns and
habitat preference of each mammal.
Bird species frequenting the sites are
being identified and density values
calculated for those species that nest
in the area. Food habits of raptors
(owls, eagles, hawks) are being determined by analyzing discarded pellets.
Similar measurements of both plants
and animals are being made for an adjacent tundra site so that a comparison

can be made between reclaimed and
undisturbed lands . Such comparisons
will provide an insight into the plantanimal relationships operating in each
area and help point out what reclamation methods provide an environment
that meets the habitat requirements of
the animals in the region.
The postmining investigation of an
area reclaimed by natural plant succession is taking place at the B & R Mine
site west of Healy. This mine was excavated and abandoned in 1945, and
an additional area was reopened and
mined until 1958. The sampling used
here is the same as for the Usibelli site.
The value of reclaimed surfacemined lands as wildlife habitat has
been reported for several regions of the

conterminous United States, but such
data are lacking for Alaska.
The coal development possibilities
for Alaska are tremendous, but the impact on Alaska 's wildlife is also potentially great. Without an adequate
understanding of the plant-animal relationships that exist on a relaimed surface mine, our ability to provide an environment capable of sustaining
wildlife populations is severely
·hampered .
With such data, reclamation can be
directed to enhance habitats for game
and nongame species alike. The study
and examination of mine sites in Alaska
will help provide information with
which land managers can design
reclamation programs that will benefit
wildlife and maintain the integrity of
Alaska's biological resources .
Funding for this research was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy,
the Usibelli Coal Mining Company, Inc.,
and the State of Alaska through its
legislative appropriation to the University of Alaska's Agricultural Experiment
Station.

This report was adapted from an article
by research assistant Charles Elliott and
associate professor of agronomy Jay
McKendrick, both of the Palmer Agricultural Research Center. It originally
appeared in Agroboreal is, 1982 (see
publications section, this issue).
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Logger
turns
teacher
•
1n Southeast
Alaska
by Michael Mulnix

There is a shuddering crash as a giant
spruce slams into the forest floor. The
shallow root system is laid bare-all15
tons of it -throwing dirt and moss into
the air . Twigs and bark fly, but in a few
seconds all is quiet again, except for the
relentless humming of the giant mosquitos .
Harold Tallman wipes the sweat off
his forehead . He is not concerned about
the insects as they hover near his eyes
and mouth .
"You get used to them," he says, starting to walk along a felled tree. He is
muscular, thick through the chest. His
Levi 's are filthy , coated with mud and
sawdust. His orange suspenders have the
words " Stihl Saws" spelled out in blue .

Tallman walks quickly, the spikes in
his cork boots biting firmly into the tree.
" Repellent doesn 't do any good; you just
sweat it off, " he continues . "Besides,
that' s the least of my worries out here. I
got a dozen students to keep alive ."
If Tallman seems a little edgy, it' s
because he's in charge of a group of
neophyte loggers falling timber in a
heavily-forested area just outside
Yakutat. This former Washington logger
with 20 years experience now heads up
the timber technology program at the
University of Alaska, Juneau. It is a new
program and Tallman wants everything
to go right.
He walks over to another student an
acre or more away. Dean Firestack has
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his chain saw deep into a tall spruce .
Chips are flying as the saw pivots on the
" dogs" or teeth which hold the saw
steady . Fumes from the gas are thick .
" Sure, it's hard work, " Firestack says
after the tree has come thundering
down . " But I' ll stick with it."
The university was approached early
this year by several southeast Alaska
Native corporations asking for logging
technology training for members of their
communities . The intensive course lasts
one month, with students meeting for
eight hours, six days of the week .
According to Rich Lee, dean of the
juneau-Douglas Community College,
one of UAJ's five schools, the Native
community has given "absolutely incredible support" for the new logging
program . The class is taught now in
Hoonah and Yakutat and requests have
been made for UAJ to start th e program
in several other Southeast villages .
" In the next ten years in Southeast,
some 600 jobs will open up in the logging
industry . The market will do nothing but
get stronger from here on out. We think
this program will be of tremendous value
to the economies of local villages," Lee
said .
The program got its start in Hoonah
last June when nine students completed
the course . All of the students found
work with a local logging company immediately after finishing their university
training.
"Putting nine people to work in
Hoonah is a pretty good start," Lee said .
" That's a pretty high percentage of their
working population . It's critical that we
train the people in these small communities to do the work instead of bringing in outsiders ."
Tallman is currently finishing up the
course in Yakutat. He has had a request
from residents in Hoonah to teach a second course and residents in Yakutat
want him back, too . In fact, the demand
for logging training is so great, Lee is now
planning to hire another instructor .
The logging program is designed to be
self-supporting, meaning UAJ will eventually be out nothing except Tallman 's
salary . The Native corporations , - ineluding Huna Totem Yak-tat Kwan and
Tlingit-Haida- provide the timber for
the students to cut. Each student is paid
$9 an hour in addition to receiving UAJ
credit .
Not all aspects of timber technology
are taught in the one-month course .
Tallman said he mainly concentrates on
teaching students how to cut the trees .
Teaching safety is another main part of
the course .

" I ' m not saying they'll know
everything when they finish ," Tallman
said. " There 's not enough time. But
they ' ll know enough to get jobs . And
they will get jobs . This industry can only
go so low-it has to climb. People can
go without toilet paper for only so long ."
Tallman , who is considered the " bull
buck" or foreman on the site, said he is
teaching his students how to recognize
the valuable trees and how to cut them
so they won't be ruined . If cut correctly,
certain trees can bring as much as
$1,000.
" It's not easy on them . There 's no
room for errors out here . They' ll find that
out in the real world . They can ruin a
$1 ,000 tree just like that. And then

" Each tree presents its own special
tactical problem ," he said . " There 's just
no way of teaching all this in a classroom."
Tallman said he works hard to make
sure logging crews up from the Lower 48
consider hiring UAJ students after they
complete their training. He believes Outside companies should be hiring nearly
100 percent of their crews locally within
three or four years .
" It makes me ill to see all the people
that are brought up from down South
and the salaries they make here . This is
Alaska timber, dam mit, and we shouldn't
be handing it over to outsiders . You ask
me how my wife feels about my traveling around so much? Well, she doesn't

there 's the safety thing . If you make a
single mistake, you 're a dead person . I
concentrate hard on safety."
Last summer Tallman had nine students at Yakutat, including the first
woman he as ever seen
attempting to
learn cutting . Betty Jensen did not at
first think she would complete the program, but now says she hopes to stay in
the field .
" It's very physical. I didn 't think I
could stick with it . You know, there
aren 't many women doing this, " jensen
said .
Tallman said on-the-job training in
forest technology is the only way to really teach students the logging trade .

like it, but she knows how I feel about
training these kids to work in their own
state .
" The way I figure if I've been successful is if I can get them those jobs, or
else get them to continue on with their
education. And believe me, I push education every chance I get. I get real fired
up when I talk about the Natives and
Alaska . I want them working . I want
these students to feel good about
themselves , to feel good at the end of
each day. That' s how I'm feeling right
now, like I' m accomplishing something."
Michael Mulnix is director of Information
Services at the University of Alaska,
juneau.
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Carolyn Floyd

Floyd finds
home and career
1n Kodiak
by Carol Hoshiko
During a visit to Kodiak, Carol Hoshiko
recently had the opportunity to talk
with Kodiak Community College President, Carolyn Floyd about her career
and some of the changes she has
observed over the years.
" In 1955 my husband, Joe, and I
moved to Kodiak when he got a job as
history teacher and basketball coach at
Kodiak High School. Since then, I've
watched Kodiak grow from a twocannery town to a 16-cannery town, "
Floyd said . " And I've witnessed the
growth of the college from its beginning as an extension for the University
of Alaska to a full-fledged community
college ."
In 1968 the extension center was
granted community college status. At
that time the operation accommodated
95 students enrolled in eight evening
classes held at Kodiak High School.
Floyd became director for Kodiak Community College in 1969 and has continued to head the school since then .
Floyd said that her accomplishments
have not always come easily . " It takes
a lot of persistence, hard work and support from others . Women have become
what they are by just hanging in there .
We cannot expect to get places by the
simple fact that we are a woman . We
must have the credentials, and if you
are serious in achieving your goals, it is
worth the effort.
" Sometimes women have to work
especially hard to prove themselves .
Unfortunately attitudes cannot be
changed in one generation , and I do
not believe change can be forced ."
Finding herself in Kodiak ill 1955,
Floyd devised an ingenius plan to complete her education . She went outside
40
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during the summer for seven years,
plus two regular semesters , and completed 30 hours of coursework through
correspondence study to obtain a
bachelor of science degree from the
· University of Mississippi in 1963. She
was also successful in earning her
masters in business administration and
business education from the University
of Mississippi by enrolling there over a
spring semester and two summers . She
completed that degree in 1965.
" I could not have done it without the
support of my family , which included
the constant encouragement of my
husband-he is and has always been
my mentor-and many others," she
said .
Floyd 's appreciation of others and
the major part they play in her success
and accomplishments is reflected in
her management style .
" I believe in the management team
approach. We can accomplish
anything together." At the college there
are now six full-time instructors, 60-70
part-time instructors and 20 full-time
staff .
" My job gives me a tremendous
amount of satisfaction and I believe
that 90 percent of your success
depends on your ability to work with
people, and appreciate the special contributions each person makes in an
organization . No person can accomplish anything in isolation .
" Gene Short, former president of Anchorage Community College, was so
great in offering assistance and
guidance to me during my early years
at the college . He was the person who
hired me for the job, as he was Acting
Provost for the University at the time . I
consider him the " father" of the community college movement in Alaska ."
Outside her own institution, Floyd is
highly regarded by her colleagues , including the other Alaskan community
college presidents, who often call to
discuss mutual concerns , give advice,
and ask for advice.
" At Kodiak Community College we

endeavor to maintain a one-college atmosphere to offer students a campus
I ife," Floyd said . She wants to provide
a culturally enriched setting at the
school and hopes to expand programs
that meet the varied needs of her com munity, such as the adult learning
center, vocational education and
physical fitness programs.
" Kodiak is my home," said Floyd,
and her interest in the people and community is evident. She is a member of
several groups, including Delta Gamma
Association, the Secretary Association,
and the Alaska Humanities Forum .
Her contributions to Kodiak have
been recognized by awards from such
organizations as the Chamber of Commerce, Secretary Association, and
Rotary Club, but Floyd says her
greatest reward is working with human
beings and seeing inspired students
achieve their goals . " It is very important to be a model for young people
coming up."
When asked about the future for
women in higher education, she said
there is more opportunity now than
ever before . " Women should prepare
themselves now, as it is a lot eas ier
than it was a few years ago. And , even
if you have to take one course at a
time, that is fine, it shows
commitment. "
Floyd is the mother of four . Two of
her sons are in college on baseball
scholarships . A third son is a freshman
in high school and her daughter,
Virginia, teaches physical education
and coaches basketball at Cordova
High School.
" They 're all athletic - I ' m the only
one in the family who can 't tell a curve
ball from a fast break, " Floyd said with
a laugh . But she does enjoy the role of
spectator, " when my boys and girl play
ball. "

Based in Anchorage, Carol Hoshiko is
the public information officer for the
university's division of Community Colleges, Rural Education and Extension.
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You're Invited to Invest
Invest in Futures through the 1982-83 Annual Fund campaign
of the University of Alaska Alumni Association.
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in our future leaders-alumni
grants and scholarships support
exceptional students.
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University of Alaska system of
higher education .
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want to share in the university's mission .
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Fund gifts help the association welcome
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University of Alaska .
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